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PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT  

This document has been prepared by the VPA to outline: 

• the strategic policy background that supports Arden’s renewal 

• the limitations and constraints of the precinct that planning must consider 

• the key opportunities that Arden can leverage to deliver on strategic policy 

• the technical work that has informed the draft Arden planning scheme amendment 

• the proposed planning implementation and delivery of the Arden Structure Plan and suite of technical 

documents. 

HOW TO READ THIS DOCUMENT 

This document is divided into five sections: 

• introduction summarises the local planning context for Arden 

• strategic policy context summarises the supporting strategic planning policy for urban renewal in Arden 

• land capability provides a synthesis on the constraints considerations and proposed actions to resolve 

• future direction sets the narrative for the proposed Arden planning framework, including highlighting the 

recommendations of technical investigations and the proposed implementation through key actions 

• implementation provides a succinct summary of the delivery considerations and matters which sit outside 

of the draft Arden planning scheme amendment. 
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1.1 OVERVIEW 

Arden is a state significant urban renewal precinct located in North Melbourne. The 44.6-hectare precinct lies 

west of North Melbourne’s established residential area and south of the Macaulay urban renewal precinct. 

Arden has developed a unique character and heritage through the roles it has played. Wide tree-lined streets 

that date from its time as a main route for travellers to the 19th century goldfields of Ballarat and Bendigo are 

still evident. The railway lines and roads, industrial buildings and open spaces recall its 20th century role in 

supporting Melbourne’s growth. 

Arden includes the highly valued North Melbourne Recreation Reserve and North Melbourne Recreation 

Centre and Pool. This location is synonymous with the North Melbourne Football Club, which has based its 

home here for more than 125 years. The Moonee Ponds Creek also lends the precinct a varied character as it 

flows south from its highly constrained path under CityLink to a less accessible but greener section towards 

Dynon Road. 

A structure plan was first prepared for Arden and the adjoining Macaulay precincts in 2012 by the City of 

Melbourne. Parts of the Arden–Macaulay Structure Plan were enacted on an interim basis through planning 

scheme amendments C190 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme, which introduced new planning controls for 

Macaulay, C295 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme, which introduced interim Development Contributions 

Plan Overlay controls to Macaulay and C369 which introduced interim Development Contributions Plan 

Overlay controls to Arden. 

Following the announcement of the Metro Tunnel Project, the Victorian Government directed the Victorian 

Planning Authority (VPA) to undertake planning work to support the renewal of Arden, including preparation of 

a structure plan. This included planning for the renewal of the large area of government-owned land around 

the new Arden station. 

The VPA on behalf of the Victorian Government in partnership with the City of Melbourne prepared a vision for 

Arden.  

The Arden Vision underwent public consultation in 2016 and was finalised 2018. The vision sets out eight 

key directions to guide the precinct’s future land use vision and urban structure. 

The Arden Structure Plan has been prepared to reflect feedback and further technical work following public 

consultation on the Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020) published in June 2020.  

The Arden Structure Plan translates the vision for Arden into objectives and strategies to guide how the 

precinct should develop in the short-, medium- and long-term along economic, physical and social 

dimensions. 

The draft Arden planning scheme amendment proposes a suite of planning controls that implement the 

objectives and strategies from the Arden Structure Plan. 

Together these planning products combine state and local policy, public consultation and expert technical 

advice to guide Arden’s renewal as a new destination for Melbourne. 

1.2 WHERE IS ARDEN? 

Arden is identified in many strategic planning documents, including Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and the 

Melbourne Planning Scheme. The precinct is located alongside other structure plans currently being prepared 

for West Melbourne and Macaulay. These policy documents define the Arden precinct boundary. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
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Based on the strategic and technical work that has been prepared for the precinct, the Arden boundary has 

changed over time. The boundary drawn for the Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme 

amendment is shown on Figure 4. 

Parts of the Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020) were found to overlap with both the Macaulay and 

West Melbourne structure plan areas. To resolve these overlapping areas: 

• The Macaulay precinct boundary is drawn in favour of the Arden boundary in the Arden Structure Plan. 

• The Arden precinct boundary is drawn in favour of the West Melbourne precinct boundary. This area is 

already subject to an exhibited amendment which has been submitted to the Minister for Planning for 

approval. 

1.3 PLANNING CONTEXT 

Existing zones 

The precinct contains the following zones: 

• Mixed Use Zone (predominantly surrounding Laurens Street) 

• Public Use Zone 4 (Arden Central land owned by VicTrack) 

• Public Parks and Recreation Zone (North Melbourne Recreation Reserve and Clayton Reserve) 

• Road 1 Zone (Macaulay Road as far as Boundary Road and Dryburgh Street) 

• Industrial 1 Zone (industrial properties fronting the south side of Arden Street and along Munster Terrace) 

• Industrial 3 Zone (Arden North) 

• Commercial 3 Zone (properties fronting the south side of Macaulay Road west of Boundary Road) 

Existing overlays 

The precinct contains the following overlays: 

• Heritage Overlay – HO869, HO1092, HO1111, HO1095, HO1110, HO455, HO1096, HO1106, HO286, 

HO473, HO305 

• Land Subject to Inundation Overlay 

• Special Building Overlay 

• Development Contributions Plan Overlay – DCPO3, DCPO2 

• Design and Development Overlay – DDO26, DDO31, DDO32, DDO66, DDO63-A3, DDO70 

• Parking Overlay – PO12 

• City Link Project Overlay 

• Environment Audit Overlay 

• Environmental Significance Overlay – ESO2 

• Special Controls Overlay – SCO22 
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Specific Sites and Exclusions (Clause 51.01) 

Two incorporated documents affect the land in Arden and are listed in the Schedule to Clause 51.01 of the 

Melbourne Planning Scheme: 

Land affected: Incorporated Document: 

− Land affected by Schedule 70 to the Design and 

Development Overlay 

− Melbourne Metro Rail Project – Infrastructure Protection 

Areas Incorporated Document, December 2016 

− The land identified in clause 3 of the Melbourne 

Metro Rail Project Incorporated Document, May 

2018 

− Melbourne Metro Rail Project Incorporated Document, 

May 2018 

− Land affected by Schedule 66 to the Design and 

Development Overlay 

− Hospital Emergency Medical Services – Helicopter Flight 

Path Protection Areas Incorporated Document, June 

2017 
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This section summarises the key aspects of the most relevant local and state government policy to guide the 

strategic direction and intent for Arden’s urban renewal.  

2.1 STATE POLICY 

2.1.1 PLAN MELBOURNE 

Plan Melbourne 2017–2050 (Plan Melbourne) is the Victorian Government’s strategic planning policy for 

greater Melbourne. 

Plan Melbourne identifies Arden as a major urban renewal precinct. The purpose of major urban renewal 

precincts is to take advantage of underutilised land close to jobs; services and public transport infrastructure 

and to provide new housing, jobs and services. 

Action 3 of Plan Melbourne is to prepare long-term land-use and infrastructure plans for state significant urban 

renewal precincts, which includes Arden.  

The following Plan Melbourne outcomes, directions and policies are relevant to planning for the renewal of 

Arden: 

Plan Melbourne Outcomes, Directions and Policies are relevant to Arden 

Outcome 1: Melbourne is a productive city that attracts investment, supports innovation and creates jobs 

Direction 1.1: Create a city structure that strengthens Melbourne’s competitiveness for jobs and investment 

− Policy 1.1.1 Support the central city to become Australia’s largest commercial and residential centre by 2050 

− Policy 1.1.2 Plan for the redevelopment of major urban renewal precincts in and around the central city to deliver 

high-quality, distinct and diverse neighbourhoods offering a mix of uses 

Direction 1.3: Create development opportunities at urban renewal precincts across Melbourne 

− Policy 1.3.1 Plan for and facilitate the development of urban renewal precincts 

− Policy 1.3.2 Plan for new development and investment opportunities on the existing and planned transport 

network 

Outcome 2: Melbourne provides housing choice in locations close to jobs and services 

Direction 2.1 Manage the supply of new housing in the right locations to meet population growth and create a sustainable 

city 

− Policy 2.1.2 Facilitate an increased percentage of new housing in established areas to create a city of 20-minute 

neighbourhoods close to existing services, jobs and public transport 

Direction 2.2 Deliver more housing closer to jobs and public transport 

− Policy 2.2.2 Direct new housing and mixed-use development to urban renewal precincts and sites across 

Melbourne 

Direction 2.3 Increase the supply of social and affordable housing 

− Policy 2.3.1 Utilise government land to deliver additional social housing 

− Policy 2.3.3 Strengthen the role of planning in facilitating and delivering the supply of social and affordable 

housing 

− Policy 2.3.4 Create ways to capture and share value uplift from rezonings 

Direction 2.4 Facilitate decision-making processes for housing in the right locations 

− Policy 2.4.1 Support streamlined approval processes in defined locations 

− Policy 2.4.2 Facilitate the remediation of contaminated land, particularly on sites in developed areas of 

Melbourne with potential for residential development 

Direction 2.5 Provide greater choice and diversity of housing 

− Policy 2.5.1 Facilitate housing that offers choice and meets changing household needs 

2 STRATEGIC POLICY CONTEXT 
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Outcome 3: Melbourne has an integrated transport system that connects people to jobs and services and goods 

to markets 

Direction 3.3: Improve local travel options to support 20-minute neighbourhoods 

− Policy 3.3.1 Create pedestrian-friendly neighbourhoods 

− Policy 3.3.2 Create a network of cycling links for local trips 

Outcome 4: Melbourne is a distinctive and liveable city with quality design and amenity 

Direction 4.1: Create more great public places across Melbourne 

− Policy 4.1.1 Support Melbourne’s distinctiveness 

− Policy 4.1.2 Integrate place-making practices into road-space management 

Direction 4.2: Build on Melbourne’s cultural leadership and sporting legacy 

− Policy 4.2.2 Support the growth and development of Melbourne’s cultural precincts and creative industries 

Direction 4.3: Achieve and promote design excellence 

− Policy 4.3.1 Promote urban design excellence in every aspect of the built environment 

Direction 4.4 Respect Melbourne’s heritage as we build for the future 

− Policy 4.4.1 Recognise the value of heritage when managing growth and change 

− Policy 4.4.2 Respect and protect Melbourne’s Aboriginal cultural heritage 

Outcome 5: Melbourne is a city of inclusive, vibrant and healthy neighbourhoods 

Direction 5.1: Create a city of 20-minute neighbourhoods 

− Policy 5.1.1 Create mixed-use neighbourhoods at varying densities 

Direction 5.2: Create communities that support safe communities and healthy lifestyles 

− Policy 5.2.1 Improve neighbourhoods to enable walking and cycling as a part of daily life 

Direction 5.4: Deliver local parks and green neighbourhoods in collaboration with communities 

− Policy 5.4.1  Develop a network of accessible, high-quality, local open spaces 

Outcome 6: Melbourne is a sustainable and resilient city 

Direction 6.1: Transition to a low-carbon city to enable Victoria to achieve its target of net zero greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2050 

− Policy 6.1.1  Improve energy, water and waste performance of buildings through environmentally sustainable 

development and energy efficiency upgrades 

Direction 6.3: Integrate urban development and water cycle management to support a resilient and liveable city 

− Policy 6.3.2  Improve alignment between urban water management and planning by adopting an integrated water 

management approach 

Direction 6.4: Make Melbourne cooler and greener 

− Policy 6.4.1  Support a cooler Melbourne by greening urban areas, buildings, transport corridors and open spaces 

to create an urban forest 

Direction 6.5: Protect and restore natural habitats 

− Policy 6.5.2 Protect and enhance the health of urban waterways 

Direction 6.6: Improve air quality and reduce the impact of excessive noise 

− Policy 6.6.1 Reduce air pollution emissions and minimise exposure to air pollution and excessive noise 

Arden is well-placed to deliver on Plan Melbourne’s ambitions including to create a diverse, flexible and 

resilient economy leveraging its competitive advantages.  

Specifically, Arden can support the growth of priority sectors through the creation of a new innovation precinct. 

In particular, this includes supporting priority industries such as technology, life sciences, health and 

education. 

The Arden Vision, Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment proposition 

Arden as an innovation precinct, at the forefront of delivering for enterprise and the knowledge economy, in 

alignment with the driving forces for urban renewal set out in Plan Melbourne. 
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2.1.2 OTHER POLICIES 

Homes for Victorians 

Homes for Victorians was released by the Victorian Government in 2017. It complements Plan Melbourne 

2017-2050, reforms Residential Tenancies Act 1997, Better Apartment Design Guidelines and the Family 

Violence Housing Blitz. The strategy aims to provide a co-ordinated approach to housing across government 

in Victoria. 

In 2021 the Victorian Government announced the Big Housing Build to deliver new social and affordable 

housing across the Stat reflecting the importance of delivering social and affordable housing. 

The Arden Vision, Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment implement this 

policy and specifically commit to: 

• At least 6 per cent of new residential development delivered through mechanisms such as community 

housing or shared equity schemes such as Homes Victoria and Buy Assist, and a Social Housing 

Investment Fund. 

• At least five per cent of all private housing to be universally accessible, to encourage assisted living and 

help residents age in place. 

Climate Change Act 2017 

The Victorian Government’s Climate Change Action 2017 provides Victoria with a legislative foundation to 

manage climate change risks and drive transition to a climate resilient community and economy.  

The Climate Change Act 2017 sets out a clear policy framework that is consistent with the Paris Agreement to 

keep global temperature rise below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. 

The Victorian Government has released Victoria’s Climate Change Strategy in May 2021 as a roadmap to net-

zero emissions and a climate resilient Victoria by 2050. 

Part of the strategy includes the Energy sector emissions reduction pledge, which is designed to achieve 50 

per cent of Victoria’s electricity being generated by renewable sources by 2030. 

The Arden Vision, Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment propose a suite 

of planning controls and other initiatives that respond to the need to deliver on sustainability, in particular to 

help achieve the ambitions of net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. Arden takes this policy one step ahead by 

committing to net-zero by 2040, which aligns with the local policy of the City of Melbourne. 

Unlocking Enterprise in a Changing Economy 

Unlocking Enterprise in a Changing Economy (DELWP 2018) responds to the shifting nature of Victoria’s 

economy, including a need to plan and provide for enterprise and innovation businesses. It supports the need 

for precincts to carry a mix of uses and be designed to allow for 21st century working habits, including 

increases in freelancing, the gig economy, flexible working arrangements and a strong desire for business to 

locate in areas with high amenity. 

The Arden Vision positions Arden as a new employment hub with a focus on digital technology, life sciences, 

health and education uses. The Arden Structure Plan sets out the future urban structure and land use 

framework required to support these uses and identifies future state and local government investment in 

infrastructure and on-going curation required to attract and retain anchor institutions and key talent. Together 

with appropriate planning controls in the draft Arden planning scheme amendment, Arden will strive to 

deliver a high-amenity, mixed-use innovation precinct that explicitly supports growth of the enterprise and 

knowledge economies. 

Future Industries – Sector Strategies 

The Victorian Government has prepared a suite of sector strategies to guide the growth and development of 

future industries across the state, including: 

• medical technologies and pharmaceuticals 
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• new energy technologies 

• food and fibre 

• defence technologies 

• construction technologies 

• professional services 

The sector strategies outline strategic initiatives to help achieve the vision for the sector.  

2.1.3 METRO TUNNEL PROJECT 

The Metro Tunnel Project will significantly transform Melbourne. Arden station forms one of five new stations 

being constructed as part of the project. The new station will have a direct link to significant employment and 

residential hubs across the city, shown in Figure 3, including direct access to four of the seven national 

employment and innovation clusters at Sunshine, Parkville, Monash and Dandenong; direct access to 

Melbourne Airport via the future Melbourne Airport Rail Link; and connections to key activity centres at 

Footscray, Anzac (St Kilda Road), Caulfield and Oakleigh. 

The new Arden station will catalyse the precinct’s transformation into a new employment hub. The Arden 

Vision, Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment are centred on this 

proposition as the agent of change. 

 

Figure 3 Arden is part of a network of precincts connected by major transport infrastructure projects 

2.1.4 ARDEN JOBS AND RESIDENTS ASPIRATIONS 

The Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020) aspired to accommodate approximately 34,000 jobs and 

around 15,000 residents by 2051. 

The population and employment figures included in the Arden Structure Plan and the Arden Vision are 

derived from the Melbourne Metro Business Case (DEDJTR 2012). 

The business case references the levels of population that could be feasibly supported with the level of public 

transport connectivity proposed for Arden, trends in Melbourne's growth, availability of land for an 

intensification of uses and the precinct’s proximity to the central city.  
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The planning for Arden has encompassed several changes to the assumptions that the Melbourne Metro 

Business Case was based upon. These have resulted in changes to the urban structure and built form that in 

some instances increase, and other instances decrease, the overall capacity of the precinct.  

The technical work program and built form analysis in preparation of the Arden Structure Plan and draft 

Arden planning scheme amendment has tested these assumptions. The final capacity of the precinct has 

been predicated on balancing the key aspects of the Arden Vision which include high-quality urban design, 

affordable housing, provision of community facilities, schools and open spaces.  

The changes to assumptions which have affected the precinct’s capacity through the planning process are 

outlined below and described in Figure 4. 

Changes to precinct capacity 

Land required for flood management 

To manage the flooding risk in Arden, significant above ground and below ground drainage infrastructure is 

required. 

The largest of these is a proposed integrated stormwater management open space (ISMOS) in Arden North. 

While the ISMOS facilitates development of the surrounding land and provides opportunities for recreation and 

greening for community purposes, the area of the precinct available for development has decreased 

compared to the business case. 

Over station development and Metro Tunnel design constraints 

Design and Development Overlay schedule 70 – Metro Tunnel Project – Infrastructure Protection Areas 

applies to land above and around the Metro Tunnel. The form of buildings above and below ground within 

DDO70 will be subject to the design clearances and loading allowances of the tunnels and station structures.  

The proposed service box to the west (corner of Fogarty Street extension and Queensberry Street) has 

access requirements and allowance for emergency smoke venting which prevent development enveloping the 

building. 

These fixed elements provide limitations to the development capacity of the precinct around the station 

infrastructure, reducing the total precinct capacity that was initially identified as available for development. 

Change to precinct boundary to align with neighbouring structure plans 

As described in section 2.1.4 above, the change in area reflected when the Arden precinct boundary was 

drawn in favour of the West Melbourne Structure Plan contributed to a decrease in area to approximately 

44.6ha, decreasing the total capacity of the precinct within the boundary. 

Nomination of potential hospital site in Arden 

The 2020/2021 Victorian State Budget committed $10 million for planning works to prepare a business case 

for upgrading the existing Royal Melbourne Hospital site and the creation an additional campus in Arden. The 

potential campus will act as an anchor for future growth and development of innovation uses. The Arden 

Structure Plan designates an expanded investigation area for the potential hospital campus than what was 

allocated in the Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020), reducing the total precinct area that was 

initially identified as available for development. 

Laurens Street widening 

Cross government consultation has led to the optimisation of the cross-section of Laurens Street to future 

proof the delivery of a ‘High-Capacity Public Transport Capable Corridor’. The cross-sections shown in 

appendix 1 of the Arden Structure Plan demonstrates the widening of the street from 20m to 23m (previously 

proposed in the Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020) as 26 metres). This provides additional 

developable land but does not offset the loss due to the reduced precinct size. 
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Solar access 

Since release of the business case, strategic planning studies have been undertaken for central city and 

urban renewal areas in Melbourne by the City of Melbourne. These have specified a range of different controls 

to ensure solar access to key open spaces. 

The draft Arden planning scheme amendment includes application of winter solstice protection to the 

Neighbourhood Park (mandatory controls). The new controls to this open space lead to a reduction in the 

development capacity of the precinct. 

Updated flood management strategy in Arden North 

Arden North is highly flood-affected, and a considerable amount of space in the Arden Structure Plan is 

nominated to support integrated water management. 

Early flood management concepts for the precinct, including those published in the Draft Arden Structure Plan 

(VPA & CoM 2020) have been refined to increase the developability of the precinct, provide a space more 

suitable for formal recreation and community use, and retain the opportunity to explore re-using the Lost Dogs 

Home heritage building.  

School site 

Department of Education and Training spatial requirements for a proposed government primary school in 

Arden Central were found to be higher than the original proposed land allocation, based on extensive 

development and refinement of a vertical school proposition. 
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2.2 MELBOURNE PLANNING SCHEME 

2.2.1 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK – STATE AND REGIONAL 

The following objectives of the Planning Policy Framework – State and Regional are relevant to Arden: 

• 11.01-1R Settlement – Metropolitan Melbourne: Focus investment and growth in places of state 

significance, including Arden.  

• 11.02-1S Supply of urban land: To ensure a sufficient supply of land is available for residential, 

commercial, retail, industrial, recreational, institutional and other community uses.  

• 11.02-2S Structure planning: To facilitate the orderly development of urban areas. 

• 13.01-1S Natural hazards and climate change: To minimise the impacts of natural hazards and adapt to 

the impacts of climate change through risk-based planning.  

• 13.03-1S Floodplain management: To assist the protection of: Life, property and community 

infrastructure from flood hazard.  

• 13.04-1S Contaminated and potentially contaminated land: To ensure that potentially contaminated 

land is suitable for its intended future use and development, and that contaminated land is used safely. 

• 13.05-1S Noise abatement: To assist the control of noise effects on sensitive land uses.  

• 13.06-1S Air quality management: To assist the protection and improvement of air quality. 

• 13.07-1S Land use compatibility: To protect community amenity, human health and safety while 

facilitating appropriate commercial, industrial, infrastructure or other uses with potential adverse off-site 

impacts.  

• 15.01-1S Urban design: To create urban environments that are safe, healthy, functional and enjoyable 

and that contribute to a sense of place and cultural identity. 

• 15.01-1R Urban design – Metropolitan Melbourne: To create a distinctive and liveable city with quality 

design and amenity.  

• 15.01-2S Building design: To achieve building design outcomes that contribute positively to the local 

context and enhance the public realm.  

Policy document: Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria (DELWP 2017) 

Policy document: Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria (DELWP 2017) 

• 15.01-3S Subdivision design: To ensure the design of subdivisions achieves attractive, safe, accessible, 

diverse and sustainable neighbourhoods.  

• 15.01-4S Healthy neighbourhoods: To achieve neighbourhoods that foster healthy and active living and 

community wellbeing. 

• 15.01-4R Healthy neighbourhoods – Metropolitan Melbourne: Create a city of 20 minute 

neighbourhoods, that give people the ability to meet most of their everyday needs within a 20 minute walk, 

cycle or local public transport trip from their home. 

• 15.02-1S Energy and resource efficiency: To encourage land use and development that is energy and 

resource efficient, supports a cooler environment and minimises greenhouse gas emissions. 

• 15.03-1S Heritage conservation: To ensure the conservation of places of heritage significance. 

• 15.03-2S Aboriginal cultural heritage: To ensure the protection and conservation of places of Aboriginal 

cultural heritage significance. 
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• 16.01-1S Housing supply: To facilitate well-located, integrated and diverse housing that meets 

community needs. 

• 16.01-2S Housing affordability: To deliver more affordable housing closer to jobs, transport and 

services. 

• 17.01-1R Diversified economy: Plan for the redevelopment of Major Urban-Renewal Precincts in and 

around the Central City to deliver high-quality, distinct and diverse neighbourhoods offering a mix of uses. 

• 17.01-2S Innovation and research: To create opportunities for innovation and the knowledge economy 

within existing and emerging industries, research and education. 

• 17.02-1S Business: To encourage development that meets the community’s needs for retail, 

entertainment, office and other commercial services. 

• 18.01-1S Land use and transport planning: To create a safe and sustainable transport system by 

integrating land use and transport. 

• 18.01-1S Transport system: To coordinate development of all transport modes to provide a 

comprehensive transport system. 

• 18.02-1S Sustainable personal transport: To promote the use of sustainable personal transport. 

• 18.02-2S Public Transport: To facilitate greater use of public transport and promote increased 

development close to high-quality public transport routes. 

• 19.01-3S Pipeline infrastructure: To ensure that gas, oil and other substances are safely delivered to 

users and to and from port terminals at minimal risk to people, other critical infrastructure and the 

environment. 

• 19.02-1S Health facilities: To assist the integration of health facilities with local and regional communities. 

• 19.02-6S Open space: To establish, manage and improve a diverse and integrated network of public open 

space that meets the needs of the community 

• 19.03-1S Development and infrastructure contributions: To facilitate the timely provision of planned 

infrastructure to communities through the preparation and implementation of development contributions 

plans and infrastructure contributions plans. 

• 19.03-3S Integrated water management: To sustainably manage water supply, water resources, 
wastewater, drainage and stormwater through an integrated water management approach. 

2.2.2 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK – LOCAL 

The following objectives of the Municipal Strategic Statement and Planning Policy Framework – Local are 

relevant to Arden: 

Municipal Strategic Statement 

• 21.04-02 Urban renewal areas: Arden-Macaulay is identified as an area in transition and will be 

supported by the Metro Tunnel Project.  

• 21.04-2 Growth 

− Objective 1 – To provide for the anticipated growth in the municipality over the next 20 years. 

− Objective 2 – To direct growth to identified areas. 

• 21.06-1 Urban Design 

− Objective 1 – To reinforce the City’s overall structure  

− Objective 4 – to ensure that the height and scale of development in appropriate to the identified 

preferred built form character of an area 
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− Objective 5 – To increase the vitality, amenity, comfort, safety and distinctive City experience of the 

public realm 

− Objective 6 – To improve public realm permeability, legibility, and flexibility 

− Objective 7 – To create a safe and comfortable public realm 

• 21.06-2 Heritage  

− Objective 1 – To conserve and enhance places and precincts of identified cultural heritage 

significance. 

• 21.06-3 Sustainable development 

− Objective 1 – To create an environmentally sustainable urban environment with reduced greenhouse 

emissions. 

− Objective 2 – To make the built environment resilient to heatwaves, water shortages, extreme storm 

events and sea level rise. 

− Objective 3 – To encourage efficient resource use and waste reduction in the City. 

− Objective 4 – To encourage environmentally sustainable design innovation. 

• 21.07-1 Residential development 

− Objective 2 – To ensure new dwellings are located and designed to protect residents from current and 

future off-site amenity impacts. 

− Objective 3 – To ensure the amenity of existing residential uses is protected. 

− Objective 4 – To support a range of housing tenures, types and options to meet the diverse of housing 

needs. 

− Objective 5 – To ensure new residential developments contribute to the social and physical 

infrastructure of the City. 

• 21.08 Economic development 

− Industry: Manufacturing uses in the inner City areas will continue to relocate to more competitive 

industrial locations in outer metropolitan Melbourne. The City of Melbourne, however offers unique 

locational and access advantages, particularly for advanced manufacturing industries. These industries 

and associated research have consolidated in the municipality. They are cleaner and more compatible 

with dense inner urban settings and need to be, protected and supported. Industries can affect the 

amenity and environment of nearby sensitive land uses such as residential. Carefully manage this 

tension between the traffic, noise and other impacts of industrial operations and the amenity of 

surrounding residential areas. 

− Knowledge: Innovation in business is central to Melbourne’s economic vitality and its role as a globally 

competitive Capital City. The municipality is a dense centre of world standard services and research 

activity particularly in the financial, engineering, biotechnology and design sectors. The University of 

Melbourne and RMIT University, the city campuses of four other universities and a number of TAFE 

institutes are able to link locally with industry, business, hospitals and research institutes in the 

Parkville, Alfred Hospital St Vincent’s Hospital precincts. This dense co-location of business, education, 

and medical and, research centres will be supported to strengthen the City’s competitive and 

innovative capacity. 

 

• 21.08-5 Knowledge precincts 

− Objective 1 – To support education, medical and research activities. 
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• 21.09-1 Integrated transport 

− Objective 1 – To integrate transport and urban growth. 

• 21.09-2 Walking  

− Objective 1 –To develop and maintain a comprehensive, safe, comfortable and convenient pedestrian 

network throughout the municipality. 

• 21.09-3 Cycling  

− Objective 1 – To develop a comprehensive, safe and convenient cycling network throughout the 

Municipality. Objective 1 

• 21.09-4 Public transport 

− Objective 1 – To maximise the use of public transport through efficient urban structure. 

• 21.09-5 Private Motor Transport 

− Objective 1 – To encourage more efficient use of private motor vehicles. 

− Objective 2 - To reduce the negative economic, social and environmental impacts of traffic and 

parking, particularly on residential areas and parklands. 

• 21.10 Infrastructure: Growth and development in the municipality will require a matching provision of 

infrastructure. The expansion and upgrading of roads, utilities, community facilities and public open space 

will be required to service the growth of resident, worker and visitor populations. Key to this planning is to 

facilitate the efficient use of existing infrastructure, reinforce those key elements and plan for future needs 

and requirements. Key areas of interest are: 

− 21.10-1 Renewable energy and efficient water use 

− 21.10-2 Open space 

− 21.10-3 Education facilities 

− 21.10-4 Health facilities 

− 21.10-5 Community facilities 

− 21.10-6 Cultural/Arts and entertainment facilities 

− 21.10-7 Communications infrastructure 

• 21.14-2 Proposed urban renewal areas – Arden-Macaulay: Arden-Macaulay is established as a 

proposed urban renewal area. 

Local planning policies 

• Clause 22.02 Sunlight to Public Spaces 

This City of Melbourne policy provides the planning parameters for ensuring sunlight access to public open 

spaces, and states that: 

Development should not unreasonably reduce the amenity of public spaces by casting additional shadows 

on any public space, public parks and gardens, public squares, major pedestrian routes including streets 

and lanes, open spaces associated with a place of worship and privately owned plazas accessible to the 

public between 11.00 am and 2.00 pm on 22 September.  

Note: this is currently being reviewed as part of draft Amendment C278 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme, 

which has been independently considered by Planning Panels Victoria.  
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• Clause 22.19 Energy, water and waste efficiency 

This City of Melbourne policy establishes the City’s ESD policy, and provides for application requirements that 

must be met, including preparation of waste management plans and environmentally sustainable design 

statements. 

The policy steps out requirements for precinct-scale ESD in urban renewal areas: 

In addition to the performance requirements set out at Clause 22.19-5, when developing land within any 

urban renewal area, the development should be capable of connecting to available and planned alternative 

district water supply, energy supply, waste collection and treatment systems. 

Developers of precincts or large sites are encouraged to install alternative district water supply, energy 

supply, waste collection and waste treatment systems. 

Note: this is currently being reviewed as part of draft Amendment C376 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme, 

which the City of Melbourne is seeking authorisation to exhibit. 

• Clause 22.26-2 Public open space contributions 

− To implement the City of Melbourne Open Space Strategy. 

− To identify when and where land contributions for public open space are preferred over cash 

contributions. 

− To ensure that in areas where a land contribution is preferred, land suitable for public open space is 

set aside as part of the design of a development so that it can be transferred to or vested in Council to 

satisfy the public open space contribution requirement under Clause 53.01. 

− The policy identifies Arden as an area where it is Council policy that land be contributed in lieu of cash 

under Clause 53.01.  

2.3 LOCAL CITY OF MELBOURNE POLICIES 

Open Space Strategy 

The City of Melbourne Open Space Strategy (2017) provides the overarching framework and strategic 

direction for delivering public open space planning in the City of Melbourne to 2027. The strategy provides 

direction for providing open space to meet the needs of forecast population growth, for responding to climate 

change and for the basis of an open space contributions policy. The strategy identifies the need to provide 

additional open space in transitioning urban renewal areas including Arden. 

Transport Strategy 2030 

The City of Melbourne Transport Strategy 2030 (2019) prepares for the significant population growth and 

changes expected over the coming decades and establishes a long-term vision for transport policy for the next 

10 years. The strategy sets out the approach to make sure there is space for the growing population to move 

around the city safely, efficiently and sustainably. This includes improving safety for people walking and riding 

bikes and prioritising efficient modes of transport with consideration to space and time. 

Integrated Water Management Plan 

The City of Melbourne Integrated Water Management Plan (2017) sets out the strategy for the holistic 

management of water, integrating water consumption, rainwater, stormwater, wastewater and groundwater 

management to secure the health of the water catchment and the city. 

Arden–Macaulay and the Moonee Ponds Creek corridor are identified as a priority area requiring a place-

based approach based on the following elements: 

• Mitigating current and projected 2100 flooding without compromising urban design. 

• Increasing access to and minimising connectivity barriers across Moonee Ponds Creek. 
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• Integrating water management with open space without overly encumbering the open space. 

• Developing place-based targets for permeability and level of service for flood management. 

• Meeting best practice stormwater quality discharge. 

• Providing alternative, non-potable water supply to the precinct and beyond. 

Responding to climate change 

The City of Melbourne Climate Change Mitigation Strategy to 2050 (2018) sets out the City of Melbourne’s 

approach to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The strategy recommends a 29 per cent reduction of 2015 

levels by 2030 in order to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050. 

The City of Melbourne Climate Change Adaptation Strategy Refresh (2017) provides the direction for how the 

City of Melbourne plans, prepares for and responds to the impacts of climate change including flood, heat, 

drought and sea level rise. It outlines council’s priorities for adapting to climate change. Five goals guide how 

the City of Melbourne works to deliver, partner and advocate for effective climate change adaptation: 

• goal 1 Enhance our natural environment and green spaces 

• goal 2 Shape our built form and urban renewal areas to withstand future climate change impacts 

• goal 3 Strengthen the resilience of our inclusive, family friendly and culturally diverse community 

• goal 4 Protect and enhance our diverse economy 

• goal 5 Continue to build Melbourne’s adaptation capabilities and expertise. 

In 2019 Council also declared a climate and biodiversity emergency. 

City of Melbourne Arts Infrastructure Framework 

The City of Melbourne Arts Infrastructure Framework (2016) aims to provide strategic direction on the delivery 

of arts infrastructure by the City of Melbourne and its external partners. 

The strategy outlines the role of arts and creative practices in the city, including placemaking and the creation 

of a shared cultural identity and values, drawing communities together and improving health and wellbeing 

through participation in the arts, and as an active agent in innovative economies as well as a major existing 

contributor to Victoria’s economy. 

Arden is identified as a unique opportunity for the inclusion of arts infrastructure, including the provision of a 

new arts hub, affordable housing for creative workers, creative spaces and live–work spaces, and embedding 

public art in the public realm and infrastructure projects 

Affordable housing 

The City of Melbourne Affordable Housing Strategy 2030 was endorsed by Council in December 2020. The 

strategy identifies Council’s priorities for delivering affordable housing across the municipality. The policy 

identifies there are a number of opportunities to review and strengthen existing mechanisms and process to 

improve affordable housing outcomes. These improvements relate to: 

• how affordable housing contributions are calculated and what the conditions of this contribution will be 

• how the provision of affordable housing is incentivised 

• how we record and monitor affordable housing outcomes to inform future decisions. 

The policy identifies Council’s ambition to provide 25 per cent of all future residential development on City of 

Melbourne owned land should be affordable housing. 

The policy identifies opportunities for greater affordable housing provision across the municipality that Council 
advocates for.   
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Draft Amendments to the Melbourne Planning Scheme 

The following is a list of current draft amendments to the Melbourne Planning Scheme which may affect 

Arden: 

Draft Amendment to 

the Melbourne 

Planning Scheme 

Summary Amendment status (August 2021) 

C278 Amendment introduces new controls to 

support sunlight access to public parks. 

Panel report released 

C308 Amendment introduces new controls to 

support urban design in central 

Melbourne. 

Adopted and submitted to the 

Minister for Planning for approval  

C376 Amendment introduces new controls to 

support sustainable building design. 

Draft amendment endorsed by 

Council and seeking authorisation 

to exhibit an amendment.  

C384 Amendment introduces revised LSIO 

controls based on updated flood 

modelling. 

Draft amendment endorsed by 

Council and seeking authorisation 

to exhibit an amendment. 

C385 (formerly C309) Amendment implements the West 

Melbourne Structure Plan. 

Adopted and submitted to the 

Minister for Planning for approval  

C396 Amendment converts the heritage 

gradings for properties removed from 

Amendment C258melb from the previous 

A to D grading system to the Significant, 

Contributory, Non-contributory category 

system. It is noted that this largely results 

in no changes to properties within Arden.  

Submissions under assessment 
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2.4 ADJACENT STRUCTURE PLANS 

Macaulay Structure Plan Refresh 

Interim controls for Kensington and North Melbourne were introduced through planning scheme amendments 

C190 and C295 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme responding to the Arden-Macaulay Structure Plan (City of 

Melbourne 2012). These controls, introduced on an interim basis, included a Design and Development 

Overlay governing built form, and a Development Contributions Plan to collect funds from development to 

support the necessary infrastructure required to enable development.  

Since the City of Melbourne adopted the Arden-Macaulay Structure Plan (City of Melbourne 2012) there have 

been changes to the planning context affecting the area. 

Relevant considerations are: 

• additional, smaller scale commercial floor space 

• additional drainage and water treatment tools that will serve the broader stormwater catchment that 

Macaulay and Arden share 

• use of regional community infrastructure and services that will be provided in Arden 

• connected into Arden via Boundary Road which will host the extension of the high-capacity public transport 

capable corridor and cycling lanes 

• Macaulay Road will be a key built form interface between the precincts, transitioning the higher density 

and more commercial Arden into the more medium density, mixed use form of Macaulay. 

In response to these changes, the Council is developing a refreshed structure plan for Macaulay that will 

deliver improved planning outcomes. These changes consider the recommendations and feedback received 

from the Minister for Planning during the adoption and gazettal of Amendment C190. 

A draft version of the refreshed structure plan was consulted on from July to September 2020. 

Further information is available at the City of Melbourne’s Participate Melbourne Macaulay Structure Plan 

Refresh website. 

West Melbourne Structure Plan 

The City of Melbourne has prepared the West Melbourne Structure Plan (2018) to guide the future of West 

Melbourne. The plan includes tailored planning controls to protect character and heritage buildings, the 

creation of a new high street at Spencer Street and the unlocking of 10,000 square metres of new open 

space. 

Draft Amendment C385 (formerly C309) to the Melbourne Planning Scheme proposes to implement the West 

Melbourne Structure Plan by introducing these draft new planning controls as outlined in the structure plan. 

Amendment C309 was exhibited between November 2018 and February 2019 and went to Panel in May 

2019. The Amendment was submitted to the Minister for Planning for Approval in April 2020. 

Areas of Arden and Macaulay not subject to a structure plan or planning scheme amendment 

A small section of land in Kensington, at the south of the Macaulay precinct, is currently zoned for industrial 

purposes. Its retention as such is supported by the Municipal Strategic Statement for Arden and Macaulay and 

it is therefore not subject to either the Arden or Macaulay draft planning scheme amendments. The land is 

highly constrained and of the need for land to supports employment uses as part of the local area. 

  

https://participate.melbourne.vic.gov.au/macaulay-refresh
https://participate.melbourne.vic.gov.au/macaulay-refresh
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The VPA in partnership with the City of Melbourne and Victorian Government agencies has prepared a suite 

of technical investigations to determine the suitability of Arden to support urban renewal. 

This chapter discusses Arden’s existing constraints and opportunities for renewal. 

3.1 FLOOD MANAGEMENT 
Significant flooding occurs across Arden and the neighbouring Macaulay. A Land Subject to Inundation 
Overlay (LSIO) applies to a large portion of the precinct, based on the modelled 1:100 year flood event level 
(see Figure 6). 

Due to the risk of flooding, development of the precinct and the intensification of uses will require drainage 

works, including the provision of stormwater retarding basins, pipes, pump station upgrades, underground 

storage for floodwater and streetscape design to support flood conveyance. 

The VPA has worked extensively with Melbourne Water, the City of Melbourne and Victorian Government 

partners to prepare a Flood Management Strategy and future urban structure for the precinct which 

accommodates and responds to these challenges. These are outlined in detail in section 4.6 of this report.  

Reference: Arden-Macaulay Precinct Flood Management Strategy (Engeny 2021) 

3.2 GAS PIPELINE 

A high-pressure transmission gas pipeline traverses the Arden precinct. Both a ‘Safety Management Survey’ 

(SMS) and ‘As Low As Reasonably Practicable’ (ALARP) study were carried out to inform the Arden 

Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment.  

The SMS report reviewed potential threats to Arden’s high-pressure gas pipelines and identified appropriate 

design and procedural controls to protect both the pipelines and the surrounding community. 

The ALARP report recommends additional mitigation measures to reduce ‘intermediate’ threats to the pipeline 

so that sensitive uses (such as schools) and high density uses (such as multi-storey apartments and offices) 

can reasonably locate close to the high-pressure pipelines in Arden. This may include installing new protective 

slabbing and recoating of the pipeline. 

The gas pipeline will primarily run beneath open spaces including future integrated stormwater management 

open space, which will need to consider protection of this pipeline in their design and construction. 

Key actions: 

APA Group and AusNet, which operate the relevant gas infrastructure as licensees, are proposed in the draft 

Arden planning scheme amendment to be included as a party which must be given notice of a permit 

application for a sensitive use under a Schedule to Clause 66.06 within the specified buffer. 

Permit applications affected by the pipeline will be required to prepare a construction management plan 

(CMP) to the satisfaction of the responsible authority to manage the risk of impacts to the pipeline by 

development. 

Reference: Pipeline Safety Management Survey (Delphi Risk Management 2020) 

Reference: SMS ALARP Report: Arden Draft Structure Plan (Delphi Risk Management 2020) 
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3.3 ABORIGINAL CULTURAL VALUES 

For millennia the Eastern Kulin Nation lived in close connection with the landscape surrounding Arden. This 

connection to country has continued since the arrival of Europeans in a variety of traditional and contemporary 

ways. While there are many stories and places in Melbourne that contain evidence of this connection, this is 

not always something that is apparent to people who live, work or visit Melbourne.  

Places of contemporary and historical Aboriginal cultural significance enrich people’s lives, often providing a 

deep and inspirational sense of connection to community and landscape.  

The transformation of Arden presents an opportunity to reveal the areas rich cultural history and to create 

space for the ongoing interpretation and sharing of cultural values that remain an important part of 

contemporary Aboriginal communities. 

On 1 July 2021, the Aboriginal Heritage Council of Victoria varied the boundary for the Wurundjeri Woi 

Wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation to include Arden.  

Previously, there was no recognised Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 

2006 for Arden. Three Traditional Owner groups were recognised in the area for the purpose of consultation 

about Aboriginal cultural heritage and values, those being: 

• Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation 

• Boon Wurrung Foundation 

• Bunurong Land Council Aboriginal Corporation. 

The VPA and Council engaged with these three RAPs, including through workshops, during the preparation of 

the Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment. 

A Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) was prepared for the Metro Tunnel Project in 2017 during the 

planning stages for the project, including at the location of Arden station. The CHMP undertook site surveys in 

a portion of the precinct. 

Key Actions 

• Traditional Owners groups have emphasised the importance of recognising Aboriginal cultural values in all 

stages of planning for Arden, through to development. 

• Work with the Victorian Government and the City of Melbourne to continue to interpret and recognise 

Aboriginal cultural values in planning for Arden – particularly through the design and delivery of new public 

open spaces and community facilities prepared under the Precinct Infrastructure Plan and Development 

Contributions Plan. 

• Embed Aboriginal heritage values in the objectives and strategies prepared for the Arden Structure Plan. 

Due to the proximity to the Moonee Ponds Creek, a number of sites will be required to undertake relevant 
assessments under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (see Figure 6). 

Reference: North & West Melbourne Aboriginal Cultural Values Summary (Context 2021). 

3.4 POST-CONTACT HERITAGE 

There are no places included on the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR) within the Arden precinct, but there are 

two heritage places located opposite on Macaulay Road (Gas Regulation House and Former Melbourne 

Omnibus Company Stables). Within the precinct, a former Victorian Heritage Inventory (VHI) site is present on 

Laurens Street (North Melbourne Pottery) but this site has been excavated as part of the Metro Tunnel 

Project. 
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A number of heritage overlays apply within the precinct recognising places of local heritage significance as 

follows:  

− HO869 The Lost Dogs Home 

− HO1092 Moonee Ponds Creek & infrastructure 

− HO1111 Melbourne electric supply substation 

− HO1095 Mature pepper tree row 

− HO1110 Trevor Boiler & Engineering Co. officers 

− HO455 North & West Melbourne mill precinct 

− HO1096 Clayton Reserve & drinking fountain 

− HO1106 North Melbourne Recreation Reserve 

− HO286 North Melbourne Recreation Centre Pool 

− HO473 29 Stawell Street 

− HO305 Mulcahy’s Hotel 

 

Heritage matters for Arden are managed through the Melbourne Planning Scheme by the Melbourne City 

Council. The planning controls proposed to form part of the draft Arden planning scheme amendment will 

include built form controls that require the consideration of buildings and works and their response to heritage, 

both on site and adjacent to, within the precinct. 

Heritage Overlays are managed by City of Melbourne through the planning scheme and no additional heritage 

overlays are proposed in the draft Arden planning scheme amendment. 

3.5 LAND CONTAMINATION 

Ministerial Direction No 1 – Potentially contaminated land identifies the requirements for preparing an 

amendment that may be affected by potentially contaminated land. 

VPA engaged a consultant to prepare to prepare the Land Contamination Assessment – Arden Urban 

Renewal Precinct, North Melbourne and West Melbourne (Prensa 2018), to comply with the Ministerial 

Direction, given sensitive uses are proposed to be located on former industrial land throughout the precinct. 

The assessment was undertaken in accordance with Potentially Contaminated Land – General Practice Note 

(DSE 2005) and identified sites of high, medium and low risk for potential contamination. This included 

undertaking a desktop assessment of the historic land use at each site and then undertaking inspections of 

the area from public roads and spaces. 

238 sites were assessed in the study area, and of this: 

• 87 sites were found to have a high contamination potential 

• 157 sites were found to have a medium contamination potential. 

Sensitive uses are defined in the Ministerial Direction as being any residential use, a childcare centre, a pre-

school or a primary school. Proposed planning controls in the draft Arden planning scheme amendment 

would enable the introduction of these uses in all areas of the Arden precinct. 

Key actions 

• The Environment Audit Overlay (EAO) should be applied to the entire Arden precinct. 

Reference: Land Contamination Assessment – Arden Urban Renewal Precinct, North Melbourne and West 

Melbourne (Prensa 2018). 
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3.6 AMENITY (NOISE, ODOUR, DUST, VIBRATION) 

Arden’s location within an existing industrial precinct, bounded by transport corridors, make adverse amenity 

potential an important consideration. 

Adverse amenity can be defined in many ways – but broadly considers the impact on humans of noise, 

vibration, odour and dust. 

VPA engaged a consultant to prepare the Arden Adverse Amenity Impact Assessment (GHD 2021) and 

identify the likely sources of potential adverse amenity. The report recommended management strategies to 

resolve potential conflicts. The assessment included a desktop analysis, a visit to the precinct and attended 

noise monitoring.  

A further study was undertaken to carry out a detailed risk assessment of four industries with recommended 

buffers under EPA Publication 1518 – Recommended separation distances for industrial residual air 

emissions (EPA 2013). 

3.6.1 NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Key noise sources potentially affecting Arden were identified as: 

• transport noise, from the CityLink Freeway, Upfield rail corridor and future West Gate Tunnel Project 

• industrial noise from existing businesses located within and nearby the precinct. 

An existing Design and Development Overlay (DDO26) partially applies to the precinct, requiring noise 

attenuation for residential buildings in response to the already changing character of the area, stipulating: 

the maximum noise level of 35dB(A)Leq in the two most likely to be affected unfurnished and 

uncarpeted habitable rooms is achieved to the satisfaction of the responsible authority. 

The proposed controls in the draft Arden planning scheme amendment align with the standards under 

Clause 55.07 and Clause 58.04-3 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme. 

However, Clause 55.07 and Clause 58.04-3 are only triggered in a noise influence area, and GHD 

recommends the noise attenuation standards apply to the entire precinct. 

The Upfield rail corridor is identified as a potential source of vibration which may affect the precinct. The Metro 

Tunnel is a sensitive receiver which may be impacted by vibration caused by some construction techniques, 

which needs to be taken into consideration during the planning and issuance of permits for buildings and 

works. This is already serviced by planning controls under Design and Development Overlay 70 of the 

Melbourne Planning Scheme and subsequent referral to Rail Projects Victoria. 

Key actions: 

The requirements of the Planning Practice Note 83 are enforced by Clause 55.07 and 58.04 (Apartment 

Developments and Amenity Impacts) of the Melbourne Planning Scheme for residential dwellings. 

Since ambient noise in the precinct is generally high, GHD noted it is important that amenity of residents 

inside dwellings is protected. GHD recommends that applications prepare a detailed acoustic assessment to 

be accompanied by a design response that addresses the recommendations of the acoustic assessment. 

Based on the potential for noise to affect the precinct, GHD recommended that the following best practice 

noise attenuation requirements be mandated for all residential buildings: 

• not greater than 35 dB(A) for bedrooms, assessed as an LAeq,8h from 10 pm to 6 am 

• not greater than 40 dB(A) for living areas, assessed LAeq,16h from 6 am to 10 pm 

• maximum internal noise levels (LAmax) not exceeding 45 dB(A). 
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The draft Arden planning scheme amendment proposes to include noise controls and extend the criteria 

currently prescribed in the Better Apartment Design Standards (BADS) across all of Arden. This applies a 

consistent approach for noise management criteria in planning across the municipality.  

3.6.2 ODOUR AND DUST 

Following the adverse amenity impact assessment, further work was undertaken to establish the risk of 

impacts from odour and dust sources identified in the precinct. 

Four businesses within Arden are identified under EPA Publication 1518 – Recommended Separation 

Distances for Industrial Residual Air Emissions as requiring a buffer: 

• Citywide (odour, dust and noise) has an asphalt plant, with a recommended buffer of 500m 

• Holcim Australia (dust and noise) has a concrete batching plant, with a recommended buffer of 100m  

• Irwin Stock Feeds (dust) has a grain mill, with a recommended buffer of 250m 

• Western Milling (dust and noise) has a flour will, with a recommended buffer of 250m. 

Recommended buffers are a way to manage potential land use conflict between industrial uses and sensitive 

uses. Sensitive uses are generally considered to be Accommodation, Education Centres, Places of Assembly 

and the potential future Hospital under the planning scheme. 

A risk assessment of adverse amenity potential from each of these businesses was prepared by GHD in the 

Arden Transport Precinct, Arden Structure Plan – Amenity Risk Assessment (GHD 2021). The risk 

assessment was specifically commissioned to determine: 

• whether default recommended separation distances could be varied having regard to a detailed 

assessment of risk 

• appropriate considerations necessary for informing the drafting of planning controls based on the 

assessed risk 

Guided by Section 9 of EPA Publication 1518, GHD undertook site inspections, odour surveys, complaints 

analysis and factored in meteorological conditions to prepare the risk analysis. 

The report found that there are areas across the precinct that have varying levels of risk of harm from dust 

and odour impacts, the recommended separation distance may be reduced due to: the best-practice 

management and operations these sites are currently undertaking; favourable meteorological conditions; and 

a low level of recorded complaints with the EPA. 

GHD recommended that, subject to appropriate management and mitigation measures, the risk of adverse 

amenity from odour and dust on sensitive uses in the precinct is broadly low and medium risk, with a small 

section of land surrounding Citywide site identified as moderate risk. These risk areas are show in Figure 8 

where medium risk corresponds to the outer buffer and moderate risk corresponds to the inner buffer. 

GHD recommends that a buffer be drawn from the source point on the Citywide site where odour is most likely 

to escape, that being where asphalt trucks are loaded. 

Key actions 

• Require that new sensitive uses, within the inner or moderate risk area, undertake mitigation measures 

before the introduction of a sensitive use until such time as Citywide’s operations change or transition 

away from the precinct. 

• Require that new sensitive uses within the outer or medium risk area demonstrate that the risk of adverse 

amenity has been acceptably managed, through an adverse amenity impact assessment that outlines the 

design response before a permit can be issued that allows the use 

Reference: Arden Transport Precinct, Arden Structure Plan – Amenity Risk Assessment (GHD 2021) 

Reference: Arden Adverse Amenity Impact Assessment (GHD 2021)  
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This section outlines the future implementation of the Arden Vision and policy aspirations in the Arden 

Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment. 

4.1 ARDEN VISION 

Eight key directions have been shaped through consultation with community, stakeholders and government 

partners to reflect the environmental, social and economic vision for the Arden precinct: 

1. Transforming Arden 

Arden will advance Melbourne’s strengths as a progressive, innovative and connected local and global city. 

The new Arden Station will catalyse Arden’s transformation into a new employment hub. There will be 

significant opportunities for better and diverse ways of working, living and learning, as it evolves from an 

industrial area into an innovation precinct. 

2. Designing a distinctive place 

Arden will be shaped by exemplary urban design and built form, anchored by the valued characteristics that 

make the suburbs of North and West Melbourne special to its residents and workers. Public areas will respond 

to the existing environment and strengthen the evolving identity of the precinct. 

3. Embedding sustainable change 

Best practice standards for environmental, social and economic sustainability will underpin planning for the 

new communities and buildings, making Arden an exemplar of sustainable urban renewal. 

4. Accommodating diverse communities 

Arden will cater to a diversity of households across a range of ages and incomes, and address different needs 

with affordable housing. New homes will be well-designed, accessible and sustainable. 

5. Prioritising active transport 

Arden will provide direct and efficient connections in and around the precinct through safe and attractive public 

areas. This will include active and public transport networks that will complement the new Arden Station. 

6. Investing in community infrastructure 

Arden will support the existing and new community by providing infrastructure that is integrated with the 

existing area. The design of community facilities, such as schools, will reflect best practice and community 

input. 

7. Celebrating water 

Arden will incorporate water as a feature of the landscape through innovative and creative flood mitigation 

solutions. The Moonee Ponds Creek corridor will be valued as an environmental, recreational and active 

transport asset, and an integrated water management approach will ensure that water is shared and reused 

across the precinct. 

8. Creating diverse open spaces 

Arden will be a cooler and greener version of the central city, with a generous and well-connected open space 

network, providing multi-functional spaces for recreation, socialising, active transport and biodiversity. 

The following chapters of this report respond to the 8 key directions of the Arden Vision. 

Reference: Arden Vision 

4 FUTURE DIRECTION 
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4.2 LAND USE 

Transforming Arden – Arden Structure Plan chapter 2 

The Arden Vision establishes that Arden will be an innovation and technology precinct that supports and 

expands on sectors already established in nearby Parkville, and will include technology, life sciences, health 

and education. 

The Arden Structure Plan identifies four sub-precincts, which have been established to ensure the 

coordinated development of jobs, housing and services into a series of neighbourhoods with distinguishable 

character. 

To assist in preparing the planning controls, VPA procured a consultant to prepare the Retail Demand 

Assessment (Deep End Services 2018) to supplement the body of research regarding the creation of 

innovation precincts. 

4.2.1 INNOVATION PRECINCTS 

The Arden Vision outlines Arden’s transformation from a mostly industrial area into an innovation precinct. 

Planning is one element that contributes to the ultimate curation of an innovation precinct. 

The Victorian Government’s key policy for supporting innovation precincts is presented in Unlocking 

Enterprise in a Changing Economy (DELWP 2018) and shown in Figure 9 across. 

Arden has many attributes which make it well placed to become a hub for innovation that supports the growth 

of knowledge industries. Key to this is its proximity to the Parkville National Employment and Innovation 

Cluster (NEIC) and Melbourne Biomedical Precinct. This cluster of health and education institutions is 

complemented by world-leading medical technology and life sciences organisations that government policy 

targets for investment and growth. 

The Victorian Government developed a sector strategy for growth in knowledge and innovation industries in 

2016 and the Medical Technologies and Pharmaceutical Sciences – Sector Strategy (DEDJTR 2016) posits 

the state’s vision for this growth: 

It is our vision that Victoria will be known as a leader in medtech, biotech and pharmaceuticals, 

revolutionising health globally. The development of a world-class medtech and pharmaceuticals 

industry in Victoria will create sustainable and rewarding jobs, and give people access to the latest 

health breakthroughs. 

Parkville is a space-constrained environment with historical land use patterns which limit the opportunity for 

major expansion, complicating plans for renewal and regeneration of existing facilities including the Royal 

Melbourne Hospital. 

Planning for Arden can act like a pressure valve for proximate expansion of the Parkville NEIC by developing 

itself as an independent but connected innovation precinct. 

Land use planning for Arden needs careful consideration and attention to the specific needs of innovation 

precincts, to ensure the delicate balance of mixed uses achieves the vision for the precinct. 

To ensure this successful mix, key considerations for Arden are: 

• supporting anchor institutions central to innovation for research, development and business 

• co-locating ancillary businesses which support the knowledge economy ecosystem and foster change and 

transition of talent from education to start-ups, and launch start-ups into the economy 

• enabling the right mix of service uses which complement the needs of innovation, like collaborative 

environments including retail, cafes, event spaces and collaboration destinations 

• curating an environment rich in amenity by allowing some residential land uses, injecting activity outside 

business hours, supporting a high-quality public realm that attracts and retains talent. 
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Key actions 

The key moves for Arden’s land uses will be based on: 

• delivering a mix of uses, with residential uses concentrated in the south of Arden Central and integrated in 

the Laurens Street and Arden North precincts. 

• cultivation of innovation uses in Arden Central, including government investment in services and facilities 

to cultivate innovation 

• a key focus on the technology, life science, health and education industries, acknowledging the precincts 

connection to the Parkville National Employment and Innovation Cluster 

• transitioning of incompatible existing industrial uses out of Arden to better support the shift to the 

knowledge economy and increased density of employment opportunities 

• providing a diversity of building typologies and floorplate sizes to continue to attract anchor institutions and 

key sectors, particularly those already active in Parkville 

• enabling supplementary uses that support amenity, including public open space and recreational facilities. 

Figure 9 Factors driving the success of innovation precincts (DELWP 2018) 
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4.2.2 RETAIL DEMAND ASSESSMENT 

A Retail Demand Assessment (Deep End Services 2018) evaluated the retail needs, current trends and the 

existing and planned competitive retail environment in Arden and surrounding suburbs.  

The assessment evaluated the Arden precinct’s future retail needs balanced with impacts and sustainability of 

existing neighbouring retail precincts such as Macaulay Precinct’s local activity centres and the Errol Street 

neighbourhood activity centre in North Melbourne. 

Modelling was undertaken to measure the demand for retail facilities at Arden and surrounding precincts from 

residents, daytime workforce and visitors to the precinct, having considered the demand in other high-density 

mixed-use precincts such as the CBD, Docklands and Southbank. 

The report details the needs of core retail and acknowledges the challenge with destination type retail and 

ancillary retail within campus-style or collaborative spaces, which will also support the Arden vision and may 

be located throughout the precinct and not just within the activity centre core. 

Key actions 

Based on the projected population and workforce capacity of Arden in 2051, and an allowance for the daytime 

workforce and visitors, the recommended floorspace provision is around 20,000 sqm in Arden Central. This 

has a focus on core retail needs, such as a supermarket-based centre close to Arden Street of about 6,000 

sqm. The balance, being 14,000 sqm of the retail floorspace, would be distributed throughout the precinct to 

service workers and visitors, such as within street or laneway-based tenancies to support pedestrian and key 

activity nodes including the Queensberry Road or Fogarty Street extensions, key station entry points and 

peripheral roads. 

Report: Arden Retail Demand (Deep End Services 2018) 

4.2.3 PROPOSED SUB-PRECINCTS 

The Arden Structure Plan outlines the future urban structure for Arden, dividing it into four sub-precincts, 

each with a unique land-use and built form character: 

• Arden Central – Innovation consists mostly of government-owned land and will contain the new Arden 

station and a large new public space. 

• Arden Central – Mixed Use will accommodate a significant proportion of residential development combined 

with commercial uses including offices, function centres, medical centre and research centres. 

• Arden North will feature wide open spaces for water management and recreation, tree-lined streets, and 

curate a built form based on its industrial character that allows creative industries to thrive. 

• Laurens Street will support the precinct’s transition into West Melbourne through pedestrianised streets 

that support a mix of uses and feature heritage buildings. 

The draft Arden planning scheme amendment will be based on the planned land use and features for each 

sub-precinct shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Arden sub-precinct planned land use and features 

Sub-

Precinct 

Arden Central Arden North Laurens Street 

Innovation Mixed use 

Planned 

land use 

− Central activity 

centre anchored by 

Arden station.  

− Ground-floor 

activation such as 

retail, dining, 

services, and 

offices. 

− Uses include 

retail/hospitality, a 

proposed hospital, 

innovative 

industries, start-

up/co-working 

spaces, commercial 

and complementary 

residential. 

− High density 

residential 

development 

− A proposed 

primary school, 

community 

facilities, recreation 

and open spaces. 

− Multi-scale mixed-

use area with 

commercial and 

creative industries, 

community hub, 

recreation facilities 

and open spaces. 

− Residential 

developments.  

− Retention of The 

Lost Dogs’ Home 

building in the 

integrated 

stormwater 

management open 

space and adapt for 

community use. 

− Transitional density 

mixed-use 

developments that 

integrate with the 

area’s existing 

character, supported 

by walkable and 

connected streets.  

− Small-scale 

businesses (offices, 

retail, small scale 

manufacturers and 

art and craft 

centres). 

Features − Anchor institutions 

and leading 

sustainable 

practices. 

− Seamless 

connectivity 

between 

buildings/private 

realm and public 

spaces/active 

transport links. 

− Innovation precinct 

uses (function, 

medical centre and 

research centres) 

are expected to 

spill into this area. 

− New open spaces 

and meeting 

places to forge 

connections and 

foster innovation. 

− A creative and lively 

environment with 

new community and 

recreational 

facilities. 

 

− New high-amenity 

residential 

development will 

integrate 

appropriately with 

the precinct’s mixed-

use nature and will 

not impede on its 

role as a 

service/employment 

node.  

4.3 BUILT FORM 

Designing a distinctive place – Arden Structure Plan chapter 3 

4.3.1 ARDEN URBAN DESIGN STRATEGY AND BUILT FORM ANALYSIS 

The VPA has prepared the Arden Urban Design and Built Form Analysis Report (VPA 2021). The purpose 

and outputs of this report are to: 

• establish the urban design requirements for this precinct to ensure consistent, high quality and context-

sensitive urban design outcomes for Arden 

• detail the urban design changes since the release of the Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020)  

• provide the strategic justification for proposed changes  

• ensure proposals are developed with collaborative, multi-disciplinary, integrated design thinking across all 

elements of the precinct  

• provide the framework for a performance-based assessment against the built form parameters. 

Street wall height 

Preferred street wall heights through the precinct have been designed to ensure the streetscape experience 

responds to human scale, provides an appropriate level of street enclosure, respects the scale of adjoining 
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heritage places, provides adequate opportunities for access to sunlight, daylight and sky views from the street, 

provides a definition of building form and ameliorates the effects of unsafe wind conditions.  

• Proposed: Preferred street wall heights are based on the width of the street or laneway. Arden proposes 

the following preferred minimum and maximum street wall heights shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Proposed laneway or street widths 

Laneway or Street width 

or Space 

Building height Preferred minimum 

street wall height  

Preferred maximum 

street wall height  

0 to 9 metres   None specified 12 metres 17 metres 

Greater than 9 metres  

 

Where building height is up to or 

equal to 41 metres1  

17 metres  33 metres  

Where building height exceeds 41 

metres 

17 metres 25 metres  

Immediately adjacent to 

a proposed open space 

Where building height is up to or 

equal to 41 metres 

17 metres 33 metres 

Where building height exceeds 41 

metres  

17 metres 25 metres  

1 Lower maximum street wall height as follows: 

• 11m along Dryburgh Street between Victoria and Queensberry Streets 
• 17m along Dryburgh Street between Arden and Queensberry Streets 
• 14m along Stawell Street between Victoria and Queensberry Streets 

Setback above street wall height to streets 

Preferred setbacks above street walls have been proposed to ensure sunlight penetration to the street and 

that development responds to a human scale. Setbacks ensure large buildings do not visually dominate the 

public realm, that new buildings respond appropriately to heritage places, an appropriate amount of wind 

impact is mitigated, and buildings include a distinctly different form or architectural expression. 

It is proposed that in Arden Central, where the floorplate and building typologies need to respond to the 

specific needs of the innovation precinct and the proposed pattern of subdivision and streets is medium-grain, 

that setbacks above street wall can be substantively lessened. 

• Proposed: preferred minimum setback of 5 metres above the street wall, which enables alternative 

envelopes to be delivered subject to mitigation of unsafe wind conditions. This strongly supports the 

innovation used within Arden Central where extruded heights are anticipated.  

Setback above street wall to side and read boundaries, and tower separation 

Spacing of building and tower separation is crucial to ensure appropriate management of amenity to internal 

occupants, particularly privacy, outlook and daylight. Other benefits include mitigation of wind effects and 

penetration of sunlight into the public and private realm. Allows for the inclusion of articulated facades which 

can support or complement both heritage places and design excellence, supporting a high-quality public 

realm. 

• Proposed: preferred side and rear setbacks, and building separation, are outlined in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 - Proposed side and rear setbacks, and building separation 

Height Preferred Minimum Setback to 

Side or Rear Boundary 

Minimum Separation Distance for 

Multiple Buildings on the site  

Above the street wall height and up to 

64 metres  

7.5 metres 

 

12 metres  

Above the street wall height and 

greater than 64 metres up to 81 metres  

10 metres  

(separation distance of 20 metres 

to an adjoining site) 

14-16 metres  
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Above the street wall height and 

greater than up to 81 metres  

12.5 metres  

(separation distance of 25 metres 

to an adjoining site) 

18 metres  

Solar protection 

The Arden Structure Plan in draft from propositioned that solar access be measured on either the winter 

solstice or spring equinox, and that protection be put in place to several public open spaces. 

Detailed consideration of both Winter solstice and Spring equinox was given, as were the time period affecting 

the spaces for protection. It is proposed to introduce solar controls to limit overshadowing of these spaces at 

times which reflect their strategic significance. It was concluded that on balance, maintaining broad 

consistency with the control times and dates of the Draft Arden Structure Plan (VPA & CoM 2020) was 

appropriate.  

• Proposed: that open spaces in the precinct, including for drainage, have preferred or mandatory controls 

against overshadowing as outlined in Table 4 below: 

Table 4 - Proposed solar protection to open spaces 

Space Solar Control Period  

New Integrated Stormwater Management Open Space  11:00am to 2:00pm on 22 September 

Clayton Reserve  11:00am to 2:00pm on 22 September 

North Melbourne Recreation Reserve  11:00am to 2:00pm on 22 September 

Arden Central Capital City Open Space  11:00am to 2:00pm on 22 September* 

Queensberry Street linear park (between Laurens Street and 

Langford Street)   

11:00am to 2:00pm on 22 September  

Arden Central Neighbourhood Open Space  11:00am to 2:00pm on 22 June* 

Arden Station forecourt  

(Arden Central Innovation)  

11.00am to 2:00pm on 22 September 

*Mandatory controls 

Building height and Floor Area Ratios (FARs) 

Built form testing undertaken for Arden demonstrated the capacity of the precinct once street walls, setbacks, 

tower separation and solar access were considered. To best manage building typology to support a high-

quality public realm, mandatory Floor Area Ratios have been proposed which correlate to the preferred 

typologies for the precinct. 

Proposed: apply mandatory or discretionary Floor Area Ratios (shown in Table 5 below) to Arden which 

generally transition from lower to higher building height allowances as the precinct transitions from sensitive to 

less-sensitive interfaces. Proposed FARs in the draft Arden planning scheme amendment range from 4:1 

at the Dryburgh Street interface to 17:1 adjacent to the rail corridor in Arden Central. 

Table 5 - Mandatory and preferred building heights and FARs 

FAR block  

Denoted on Arden 

Structure Plan 

FAR Height 

Storeys (metres) 

Mandatory or preferred 

A 4:1 3-6 storeys (13-25 metres) Mandatory 

B 6:1 6-8 storeys (25-33 metres) Mandatory 

C 6:1 8-14 storeys (33-51 metres) Mandatory 

D 8:1 8-14 storeys (33-57 metres) Mandatory 

E 8:1 8-16 storeys (33-65 metres) Preferred 

F 8:1 12-18 storeys (49-64 metres) Preferred 
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G 9:1 12-18 storeys (49-64 metres) Mandatory 

H 10:1 12-18 storeys (49-64 metres) Preferred 

I 12:1 12-20 storeys (49-81 metres) Preferred 

J 12:1 16-24 storeys (65-83 metres) Preferred 

K  17:1 30-40 storeys (121-134 metres) Preferred 

Active street frontages 

Achieving a high-quality public realm and the preferred amenity outcomes for an innovation precinct relies on 

a highly activated street frontage for development. Frontages should be pedestrian oriented, add interest and 

vitality, contribute to the safety of areas and consider direct street interfaces where finished floor levels above 

ground level are required to support flood management. 

•  Proposed: preferred that 5 metres or 80 per cent of the building facade at ground floor level is an entry or 

display window. Any service area should not exceed a length of 10 metres to any frontage. In flood prone 

areas, transitions in floor levels should not rely on external stairs, ramps or platform lifts which disconnect 

interior spaces from the public realm unless otherwise agreed by the relevant floodplain management 

authority. 

Weather protection 

Protection on key thoroughfares should be from the rain, wind and sun without causing detriment to the 

streetscape integrity. Design considerations should ensure the appearance is of a high standard and includes 

the use of translucent materials where appropriate. 

• Proposed: Buildings which front the ‘high-capacity public transport capable corridor’ should provide 

weather protection enabling a high-quality pedestrian environment for this major thoroughfare within the 

Precinct. 

Weather protection should be designed to:  

• Be between 3.5 to 5m in height to provide enclosure to the public realm.  

• Not enclose more than one third of the width of a laneway.  

Laneways and through block links 

Pedestrian permeability is important to achieve the precinct’s mode share vision of 60 per cent by active 

transport, being walking and cycling. Creating a permeable precinct delivers additional components of a high-

quality public realm. 

• Proposed: Pedestrian only and shared laneways and through block links should be provided in the 

specific locations indicated on the Arden Structure Plan  

Links should be built to the following specifications: 

• pedestrian only laneways to be open to the sky and 9 metres in total width 

• shared laneways to be open to the sky and 8 metres in total width 

• internal links are to be 9 to 12 metres in total width and include a proportional void commensurate with its 

width 

• all other identified links should be 6 to 9 metres in width (the width shared from the common title boundary) 

should be of high quality, whether open to the sky or internal arcades 

Traffic conflict frontages 

To minimise conflict, crossovers should be reduced in inappropriate or unnecessary locations. This assists in 

prioritisation of active transport including the flow of pedestrians and cyclists. 
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• Proposed: preferred that vehicle increases or egress points, excluding loading and unloading bays, 

should not be constructed on ‘traffic conflict frontages’ which are those that face the ‘high capacity public 

transport capable corridor’. 

Vehicle access, crossovers and entries to parking should: 

• include intermediate pedestrian refuges if the vehicle access or crossover is more than 6.1 metres.  

Adaptable buildings 

Future conversion of specific building types, such as car parking, is being considered to ensure the precinct’s 

ability to transform as demand for these highly specific building configurations changes over time. 

• Proposed: that preferred height controls apply to the lower levels of buildings up to the street wall. 

The following controls are proposed: 

• At least 5.0 metres floor to floor height at ground level. 

• At least 3.2 metres floor to floor height for other lower levels up to the height of the street wall associated 

with accommodation uses.  

• At least 4 metres floor to floor height for other lower levels up to the height of the street wall associated 

with office uses. 

• Any proposed parking structures above ground level must be designed to be sleeved with active uses to 

streets. These structures should incorporate appropriate floor to floor heights which are level to enable 

future adaptation including at least 2.8 metres floor to floor height. 

Reference: Arden Urban Design and Built Form Analysis Report (VPA 2021) 

4.3.2 WIND MODELLING 

Arden has the potential to be impacted by wind due to its location and the proposed built form in the precinct, 

which includes taller buildings than presently exist. 

VPA procured a consultant to prepare the Arden Urban Renewal Precinct, North Melbourne Microclimate 

Study (GWTS 2021). The study undertook wind modelling to recommend proposed controls to ensure amenity 

and safety in the precinct. 

Key actions 

The report found the potential for unsafe wind conditions in particular areas and recommended the following: 

• Applications for development be accompanied be a wind assessment. A wind tunnel test must be 

undertaken for any structure over 20, 30 and 40 metres within the Arden North, Arden Central and Laurens 

Street sub precincts respectively.  

• Definitions for unsafe and comfortable wind speed including mean wind speed Buildings which may create 

unsafe wind conditions are identified and canopy, setback and façade articulation recommended. Further 

studies based on the detailed form of these buildings are recommended. 

• Buildings should be sited and designed in the precinct, including through height differences and tower 

separation, to manage wind conditions for safety and comfort. 

a. Proposed: Unsafe wind conditions meaning the hourly maximum 3 second gust which 

exceeds 20 metres/second with probability of exceedance of 0.1% from all wind directions 

combined.  

b. Comfortable wind conditions meaning a mean wind speed from all wind directions combined 

with probability of exceedance less than 20% of the time, equal to or less than:   

▪ 3 metres/second for sitting areas   

▪ 4 metres/second for standing areas   

▪ 5 metres/second for walking areas.   
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c. Mean wind speed meaning the maximum of:   

▪ Hourly mean wind speed, or   

▪ Gust equivalent mean speed (3 second gust wind speed divided by 1.85)  
d. Incorporate a permit requirement to undertake wind tunnel testing for development as follows:  

i. Arden North: 20 metres 
ii. Arden Central: 30 metres 
iii. Laurens Street 40 metres  

e. Incorporate the following built form measures to overcome unsafe wind conditions as follows:  
i. Arden North: include podiums with 6 metre setbacks and incorporate articulated 

facades  
ii. Arden Central: include podiums with 6 metre setbacks and incorporate articulated 

facades  
iii. Laurens Street incorporate articulated facades  

f. Consider decision guidelines to inform the requirements including measures to mitigate wind 
speeds.  

Reference: Arden Urban Renewal Precinct, North Melbourne Microclimate Study (GWTS 2021) 

4.3.3 PRECINCT INTERFACES 

The Arden precinct interfaces with the Macaulay and West Melbourne precincts. 

Macaulay interfaces 

The Macaulay Precinct is defined by its mix of uses with industrial origins. The existing built form is 

predominantly low-rise except for a series of housing towers. The area has already begun to transition with 

several heritage buildings now repurposed for other uses. The streets are wide and contain both native and 

exotic tree species. The area is dissected by the Moonee Ponds Creek, CityLink Freeway and Upfield rail 

corridor. 

Macaulay is identified as an area of change, and like Arden, has existing and future development proposals 

which will alter the surrounding context and character. This interface is expected to change over time as 

development is approved and delivered. 

The City of Melbourne is developing the Macaulay Draft Structure Plan Refresh for the Macaulay urban 

renewal area. This plan: 

• aligns Macaulay with Arden’s strategic positioning as an innovation centre, including capitalising on its 

location by offering lower-cost space to small-to-medium enterprises 

• includes actions to strengthen the Macaulay design review process, potentially via a Victorian Government 

or City of Melbourne Arden-Macaulay review panel 

• proposes exploring access to stormwater harvested at Arden. 

The extension of the high-capacity public transport capable corridor north of Arden Street will connect Arden 

to the Macaulay precinct, Travancore and Moonee Ponds. 

Planning for Arden and Macaulay has considered the role and future condition of the Macaulay Road corridor. 

West Melbourne interfaces 

West Melbourne is defined by its existing neighbourhood character and low-rise built-form. The precinct 

contains many heritage elements and supports both residential and commercial land uses on the fringe of the 

central city. West Melbourne is identified as an area to be protected from significant change to preserve its 

amenity and character. Draft Amendment C385 (formerly C309) to the Melbourne Planning Scheme proposes 

new controls to implement the West Melbourne Structure Plan. 

The Arden precinct interfaces with West Melbourne at Victoria Street, Anderson Street, Laurens Street and 

Dynon Road. 

The City of Melbourne has adopted the West Melbourne Structure Plan. This plan: 
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• Acknowledges the significant growth planned for the Arden Precinct, and the necessity of integrating with 

is development. 

• Advocates for the extension of existing West Melbourne bus and tram services into the Arden Precinct 

• Seeks to capitalise on West Melbourne’s proximity to Arden’s proposed community infrastructure, 

including proposing a recreational walking/cycling loop to connect Arden. 

4.4 SUSTAINABILITY 

Embedding sustainable change – Arden Structure Plan chapter 4 

As one of Melbourne’s newest urban renewal precincts, Arden presents an opportunity to deliver ambitious 

best practice sustainability and liveability outcomes to achieve a net-zero carbon emissions target by 2040. 

The Arden Vision endorsed by the Victorian Government set an ambitious framework for embedding 

sustainable change including:  

Environmental, social and economic sustainability will underpin planning for communities and 

buildings, making Arden an exemplar of sustainable urban renewal. 

The Arden Vision commits the precinct to delivering:  

• development that meets the world-leading standards under Green Star or and equivalent nationally 

recognised accreditation for sustainability outcomes or practices 

• development that is benchmarked against the Victorian Government’s commitment under the Climate 

Change Act 2017 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions for Victoria to zero net emissions by 2050 

• buildings that can connect to available and planned alternative precinct waste, water and energy sources 

• development that meets or exceeds targets for urban cooling, extending the tree canopy and protecting 

biodiversity. 

4.4.1 REALISING NET-ZERO EMISSIONS IN ARDEN 

To identify how the Arden Vision sustainability objectives could be achieved, a detailed background report 

was commissioned by VPA and the City of Melbourne in 2019 and prepared by Hip v Hype with their partners 

Hansen and Point Advisory. The Arden Climate Response Plan (Hip v Hype 2019) is a key input into the 

Arden Structure Plan. 

This evidence base was developed to support the establishment of a preferred carbon trajectory for the whole 

precinct, inclusive of operational stationary energy, transport and waste emissions. A secondary objective of 

the work was to identify building scale planning controls that can deliver both mitigation and climate resilience 

outcomes. 

The plan did not include a response to flooding, drainage, precinct waste management or circular economy 

initiatives. 

Key findings 

The Victorian Government has committed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions for Victoria to zero net 

emissions by 2050 under the Climate Change Act 2017 (the Act). The Climate Response Plan offered carbon 

reduction pathways for Arden including deep carbon abatement (to meet Paris agreement 1.5 degrees), 

moderate abatement (2050 target) and business as usual. There is no Government prescribed pathway or 

approach to emission reduction in the built form or precincts. The Climate Response Plan has provided this 

evidence. 

The transformative change envisaged in Arden and the opportunity for precinct level solutions creates the 

potential to deliver higher carbon reduction than in an area where incremental change would occur. It was 

recommended in the Arden Climate Response Plan that Arden meets a net zero carbon pathway sooner than 

2050 to better align with the 1.5°C Paris Agreement. This is consistent with the City of Melbourne approach 
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(2040) and their concurrent work on a planning scheme amendment to update their local ESD Policy 

(Amendment C376). 

The City of Melbourne’s Green Our City Action Plan 2018 identified the need for stronger environmentally 

sustainable design and green infrastructure standards and requirements to be included in the planning 

scheme. In February 2020, the Future Melbourne Committee endorsed 10 priority actions in response to the 

climate and biodiversity emergency including supporting an accelerated pathway to zero emissions by 2040. 

One of these actions was to: 

“Mandate greening and zero emissions buildings through the Planning Scheme. Buildings are the 

biggest contributor to emissions in our municipality, accounting for 66% of all City of Melbourne 

emissions.  New buildings should not wait until 2050 to meet zero net emissions commitments as that 

would deliver inefficiencies in the sector. All new buildings from day one should be based on 

principles of passive design including building layout, good orientation, natural ventilation and 

shading. Meeting net zero emissions through operation commitments earlier will favour buildings for 

tenancy and owner comfort and running costs.” 

Concurrently with the Arden Precinct Structure Plan and amendment, the City of Melbourne have sought 

authorisation for a Amendment C376 (Sustainable Building Design) which aims to introduce new best-practice 

ESD standards into the planning scheme via a Design and Development Overlay across their entire 

municipality. 

The Standards would apply to new buildings in the City of Melbourne as well as alterations and additions that 

meet a certain size threshold to achieve specific environmental targets. This includes solar panels, green 

roofs and walls, better insulation and using water more wisely. 

The VPA recognise that the Arden specific Amendment cannot rely solely on the City of Melbourne C376 and 

so have developed Arden specific ESD planning controls to support the Arden Structure Plan. 

The Hip v Hype report provides the technical evidence that inform the objectives and strategies of the Arden 

Structure Plan. Strategies will be delivered through a mix of mechanisms including but not limited to: planning 

controls implemented via the Arden planning scheme amendment; development and contractual agreements; 

state and local government investment in infrastructure and services. 

Key actions 

Delivering precinct-scale infrastructure 

Facilitating precinct scale infrastructure leverages urban renewal as an agent of change to achieve higher 

outcomes. Key initiatives which are being progressed outside of the draft Arden planning scheme 

amendment but are included in the Arden Structure Plan are: 

• facilitating a centralised waste facility in Arden Central 

• consolidating car-parking facilities to improve sustainable transport outcomes 

• provision of a potential third-pipe alternative water  

Supporting sustainability at building scale 

The impetus for additional planning intervention for the Arden Precinct is to embed Victoria’s Climate Change 

Act 2017 legislation into land use planning. 

The current planning system and building system in Victoria does not adequately support a transition to zero 

net emissions for built form at a lot or precinct scale. This applies to emerging climate mitigation and 

adaptation obligations. 

Victoria’s climate is changing, climate change is a present risk to our cities and communities. In order to meet 

legislated obligations to meet zero net emissions by 2050 or earlier, land use planning has the ability to 

influence the way cities are shaped, perform and respond to climate. 

In the instance of Arden this is both at a building and lot scale and a ‘systems’ or precincts approach to view 

the Arden renewal as a ‘whole’. Integrating these opportunities at scale will deliver efficiencies. It is also 
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imperative that all building meet obligations from day ’one’ of build, as it is counterintuitive to lock in poor 

design or emission intensive buildings.  

The Victorian Planning system does not currently have the regulatory or compliance means to ensure carbon 

emissions reductions through the built form. Planning controls proposed in Arden that are both active and 

passive will contribute to a net-zero carbon approach. It is also recognised that the Arden precinct is sensitive 

to future climate change scenarios with flood risk and the urban heat island effect. Adaptiveness and 

resilience planning through controls will also mitigate this.  

Materials use and energy efficiency are both core to driving the ambitions of net-zero emissions. Key 

initiatives which respond to this are already included within the Melbourne Planning Scheme. Arden’s ambition 

is to build on this policy objective and deliver world-leading results through a requirement for buildings to 

achieve a 6-Star GreenStar Design & As Built rating through a new local policy in the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme. 

All-electric buildings significantly reduce the need to purchase offsets to achieve zero carbon by 2050 as all 

stationary energy can be delivered through renewable electricity. Phase-out of gas use is required to meet 

precinct, municipal and State ambitions for Greenhouse Gas emissions reduction and uptake of renewable 

energy. Whilst in some applications gas is still comparable in carbon terms to ‘black’ electricity in 2019, the 

decline in carbon intensity of the grid and the ability to fuel all electric buildings from renewable sources (on-

site or off-site) justifies removal of gas from all applications for which electricity is a viable alternative. The 

other advantage is the avoided costs of installing gas only to eventually retrofit with inevitable phase-out of 

gas to meet state-wide emissions reductions targets 

Monitoring and performance  

Disclosure standards and a monitoring and evaluation framework will enable the ongoing measurement of the 

precinct performance and strategies to be evaluated and adapted accordingly. 

Urban cooling 

As well as a response to climate mitigation, climate adaptation targets are recommended for Arden. This 

includes planning controls to mitigate the future urban heat island effect from urban development. It also 

provides benchmark planning provisions for green cover. 

Reference: Arden Climate Response Plan (Hip v Hype 2019) 

4.4.2 OTHER AMENDMENTS 

There are two relevant proposed planning scheme amendments currently being prepared that may affect the 

Arden precinct. 

Proposed updates to the Victoria Planning Provisions 

The Victorian Government is committed to improving the environmental performance and resilience of 

buildings in response to urban growth and a changing climate. Well designed and resource-efficient buildings 

are essential to creating more sustainable cities and towns. Plan Melbourne supports this. 

New policies and standards for Victoria's planning system are being developed. They will improve the 

sustainability of building and subdivision developments across Victoria. Key themes include energy, water, 

waste and recycling, urban heat, transport, and air and noise pollution exposure. 

The new policies and standards will be introduced to the Victoria Planning Provisions and planning schemes 

in 2021. The Environmentally sustainable development of buildings and subdivisions roadmap outlines the 

changes. See A roadmap for Victoria's Planning System (DELWP 2021). 

Further updates to the provisions in 2021 are expected to include improved Better Apartment Design 

Standards at Clause 55 and 58 of the VPPs. This is proposed to include changes to the standards established 

for private and communal open spaces and canopy tree cover. 

City of Melbourne proposed ESD amendment 
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The City of Melbourne Green Our City Action Plan 2018 identified the need for stronger environmentally 

sustainable design and green infrastructure standards and requirements to be included in the planning 

scheme. 

In February 2020, the Future Melbourne Committee endorsed 10 priority actions in response to the climate 

and biodiversity emergency including supporting an accelerated pathway to zero emissions by 2040. One of 

these actions was to ‘Mandate greening and zero emissions buildings through the Planning Scheme’. 

Concurrently with the draft Arden planning scheme amendment, the City of Melbourne has prepared the 

Sustainable Building Design draft amendment C376 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme. 

4.5 TRANSPORT 

Prioritising active transport – Arden Structure Plan chapter 5 

The Arden Vision establishes Arden as an exemplar of best-practice sustainability, where at least 60 per cent 

of trips are made by public transport; 30 per cent by walking and cycling; and no more than 10 per cent by 

private vehicle. This vision has been carried through to the final Arden Structure Plan, with refinements 

implemented following four VPA-commissioned reviews of the precinct’s proposed transport strategies, each 

with a specific focus, as summarised below. 

The central location of Arden makes it a highly attractive place for future residents and workers. However, the 

congested surrounding road network presents major challenges and questions as to whether this level of 

development is able to be successfully supported if a ‘Business as Usual’ approach to transport is adopted.  

Arden Urban Renewal Precinct Transport Capacity Study (GTA 2021) was prepared as an evidence base that 

supports the precinct ambition of a 60:30:10 mode share target for the precinct. The report found that under a 

business-as-usual approach to vehicle movements with no transport intervention or infrastructure, congestion 

and catchment opportunities to the precinct limited overall private vehicle trips to the precinct to 18 per cent. 

This presents a gap of 8 per cent between business as usual and the endorsed mode share targets.  

  

Figure 10 Comparison between a business-as-usual approach and Arden’s mode share targets (GTA 2021) 

To close this 8 per cent gap and achieve the mode share targets, GTA recommended that in conjunction with 

ongoing investment in public transport and active transport, car parking management needs to play a key role 

in influencing mode shift in the longer term, to create a vibrant and attractive public realm with differing street 

types. 

Further technical work has been prepared to support the recommendations by GTA. 
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4.5.1 MANAGING PRIVATE VEHICLE MOVEMENTS 

The Arden Movement and Parking Study (GTA 2021) assessed the preferred movement network, identified 

car parking rates and recommended an approach to car parking to inform the finalisation of the Arden 

Structure Plan in accordance with the endorsed Arden Vision.  

Key findings 

• The study finds the proposed level of access to public transport and active travel will attract people away 

from car use, providing an opportunity to realise a true transit-oriented development in Arden.  

• Car parking management plays a key role towards influencing mode shift in the longer term. In conjunction 

with ongoing investment in public transport and active travel, this will create a vibrant and attractive public 

realm for differing street types. 

•  Arden will enjoy some of the highest levels of access to public transport in Australia 

• Maximum parking rates to manage residential and non-residential parking are required to realise the 

maximum 10 per cent private vehicle mode-share target, including: 

− 1-bedroom dwelling: 0.2 spaces per dwelling 

− 2-bedroom dwelling: 0.3 spaces per dwelling 

− 3-bedroom dwelling: 0.5 spaces per dwelling 

− Non-residential uses: 0.32 spaces per 100 sqm GFA 

• In order to provide an effective and efficient parking solution, car parking delivery should be considered 

though a consolidated, unallocated parking system (or through a hybrid solution of onsite and 

consolidated, unallocated parking).  

• Encourage minimum bicycle parking provision based upon anticipated peak occupancy/visitor rates. 

Bicycle parking rates are: 

Land use Employee / Resident Visitor 

Residential 1 per bedroom 2 per every 5 dwellings 

Commercial 1 to each 100sqm NLA 4 minimum plus 1 to each 100sqm NLA 

• Deliver surface public transport improvements early. 

• Deliver walking and cycling improvements early to support the access to public transport services. 

Key actions 

• The draft Arden planning scheme amendment proposes to introduce a new schedule to the Parking 

Overlay. The overlay will place discretionary maximums that manage the quantum of parking in the 

precinct while also enabling flexibility for government and private operators to explore parking solutions as 

the precinct develops. 

Reference: Arden Urban Renewal Precinct Transport Capacity Study (GTA 2021) 

Reference: Arden Precinct Parking Plan Part 2 – Evidence Base (GTA 2021) 

 

 

4.5.2 CYCLING 

Planning for Arden will facilitate the delivery of cycling infrastructure to strengthen connections in the local and 

Strategic Cycling Corridor networks creating a safer, well-connected and more convenient network for all 

users. 
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Key actions 

• There are four proposed Strategic Cycling Corridors within Arden. These corridors are designated by the 

Victorian Government, to improve cycling to and from major activity centres. The corridors cater for the 

highest cycling volumes, while offering physical protection from motor vehicles so that people of all ages 

and abilities can confidently use bicycles to travel the precinct. These proposed corridors will be 

considered for inclusion as part of the future-revision to the Victorian Government’s Strategic Cycling 

Corridor network. 

• The draft Arden planning scheme amendment through a proposed Development Contributions Plan will 

also facilitate delivery of a dense network of protected local cycling corridors on Fogarty Street, Henderson 

Street, Boundary Road (south of Macaulay Road), Macaulay Road and Victoria Street to complement the 

proposed Strategic Cycling Corridors and provide bicycle access to destinations within the precinct.  

Reference: North Melbourne, West Melbourne and Parkville Active Transport Investigation (AECOM 2020) 

4.5.3 PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENTS 

Prioritising walking and cycling are key tenets of the Arden Structure Plan to achieve the mode share 

aspiration from the vision. 

Key actions 

• The plan will create a network of fine grain streets that are permeable for active transport modes and 

discourage access by car.  

• A pedestrian-priority environment is proposed, with lower traffic speeds of generally at 30 km/h along 

streets within the precinct.  

• Footpaths are generally separated from vehicle traffic by bicycle lanes or parked cars, adding to the 

pedestrian level of comfort provided by generous footway widths. 

• Green links will provide urban greening and cooling, facilitating preferred walking routes through the 

precinct. The design of these links will provide opportunities to incorporate additional shading, water 

sensitive urban design and increased habitat for biodiversity.  

• A network of pedestrian priority streets is proposed to provide access to buildings, public open spaces and 

Arden station. 

• Crossing points are provided on all major roads within or around the precinct. 

• Reference: North Melbourne, West Melbourne and Parkville Active Transport Investigation (AECOM 2020) 

4.5.4 PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

Further investment in public transport infrastructure is required to support Arden’s endorsed mode share 

targets. The Arden Structure Plan provides spaces for potential future high capacity public transport capable 

options connecting Arden into the expanding central city.  

Key actions 

The final plan does not preclude the future provision of a high capacity public transport capable corridor 

through Arden. This could take the form of a dedicated busway or an extension of the existing tram network, 

subject to future needs and network planning. Planning has been undertaken to ensure sufficient road space 

remains or is made available to accommodate the desired functions of this corridor. 

Planning for the corridor remains flexible to consider delivery in a variety of ways. The designated corridor can 

be delivered all at once or in a staged approach. The primary options which have been considered are based 

on facilitating a tram or bus along the following corridors: 

1. Extend the existing tram or bus corridor along Spencer, Abbotsford, and Arden Streets to Fogarty Street. 
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2. A) Extend the tram or bus corridor into Arden Central from Spencer Street into Arden Central via 

Abbotsford Street, Ireland Street and Laurens Street, with sub-options to divert from Laurens Street into a 

new southern extension of Fogarty Street, or via the extension of Queensberry Street into Fogarty Street. 

B) Extend the tram or bus corridor from Arden Street to Boundary Road via Fogarty Street and 

Henderson Street, with a sub-option to divert onto Macaulay Road near the Public Records Office of 

Victoria site. 

This designated corridor will see the walking, cycling, train, tram and bus networks come together at the 

entrance to the new Arden station on Laurens Street. This will create a unique opportunity to make Arden an 

exemplar transit-oriented development while celebrating the new station entrance as a focal point for the 

precinct. 

4.6 DRAINAGE 

Celebrating Water – Arden Structure Plan Chapter 6 

Arden’s low-lying topography and proximity to Moonee Ponds Creek, creates significant existing flooding 

within the Arden precinct. During extreme storm events the existing levees are breached, leading to flood 

waters spilling into the precinct. Additionally, stormwater runoff from the surrounding local catchment 

converges at the levees and is unable to discharge into waterway during storm conditions.  

To ensure public safety and the appropriate development within the floodplain, Melbourne Water and the City 

of Melbourne are responsible for implementing DELWP’s Guidelines for Development in Flood Affected Areas 

through the planning scheme, including: 

• Requiring building finished floor levels to be constructed with an appropriate freeboard (distance between 

peak flood level and finished floor level) above the identified flood level at any particular location. 

• Requiring provision of appropriate access and egress for properties by considering any identified flooding 

depth and the predicted time of such flooding. 

• Flood modelling was procured by Melbourne Water and undertaken by Engeny in 2021 under a future 

climate change conditions scenario - 1%AEP (i.e. 1-in-100 year average recurrence interval) storm event. 

The modelling conditions account for anticipated increases in rainfall intensity and sea-level rise by the 

year 2100, while also acknowledging efforts within the local and greater Moonee Ponds Creek catchments 

to manage stormwater runoff. 

In addition to this, the City of Melbourne, City of Port Phillip and Melbourne Water (in consultation with other 

areas of state government) have developed the Good Design Guide for Buildings in Flood Affected Areas in 

Fishermans Bend, Arden and Macaulay. This document will provide guidance to achieve good urban design 

and equitable access in flood affected areas, while minimising hazards and property damage from flooding. 

The guide is set to be released in 2021 as a background document to the Melbourne Planning Scheme. 

Key findings 

• Without implementing any flood management measures approximately 330 properties across Arden and 

Macaulay would be affected by some form of flooding. 

• A significant proportion of these would be subject to flooding which does not meet the flood management 

objectives. 

• Melbourne Water would impose severe constraints on existing occupants and on any future 

redevelopment in those areas. 

• It would be expected that for the design of development to be acceptable from a flood management 

perspective, that finished floor levels would be significant and therefore significantly undermine the built 

form and public realm of the precinct. 
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Key actions 

• Based on the modelling by Engeny a drainage strategy to manage the impacts of flooding has been 

prepared by Melbourne Water to ensure that at a precinct-wide level, local stormwater runoff and riverine 

flooding from Moonee Ponds Creek can be managed as safely as possible and allow development. 

• The works in the Arden flood management strategy include:  

− raising and extending the levees for the Moonee Ponds Creek 

− defining flow paths along key streets and in the landscape, including Fogarty Street and Queensberry 

Street. There is the opportunity to integrate flow paths with water sensitive urban design to capture, 

store, treat and convey water. 

− creating Integrated stormwater management open spaces which will double as open space 

− installing below-ground flood storage in an existing recreation area 

− upgrading pump stations and pipes 

− improvements to the public realm including raising identified streets 

− raising floor levels of buildings in some locations to manage residual flooding risk. 

• A range of mechanisms will be explored to collect financial contributions to fund the flood management 

works, including an Urban Renewal Cost Recovery Scheme. Melbourne Water will consult on its proposed 

scheme alongside consultation on the final Arden Structure Plan and associated planning scheme 

amendment. 

Reference: Arden-Macaulay Precinct Flood Management Strategy (Engeny 2021) 

4.7 OPEN SPACE 

Creating diverse open spaces – Arden Structure Plan chapter 7 

There are three existing public open spaces within the precinct providing formal and informal outdoor 

recreation: 

• North Melbourne Recreation Reserve (approximately 4.5ha), predominantly used by the North Melbourne 

Football Club with ancillary training and public use facilities 

• Clayton Reserve (0.7ha), used as an off-leash dog park 

• Canning Street and Macaulay Road Reserve (0.2ha), comprising flexible lawn strips 

A Schedule to Clause 53.01 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme applies to this precinct, requiring a public 

open space contribution of 7.06% (land or cash contribution) for development seeking to subdivide. 

VPA prepared the Arden Public Realm and Open Space Strategy (AECOM 2020) to guide the provision of 

public open spaces in the precinct including the key moves, quantum and future uses. 

Key findings 

• The dense street network and relatively wide road reservations afford a generous amount of unbuilt space 

in Arden, however their current form provides for few open space benefits other than access to air and 

light, and pedestrian and cycling movement. 

• The existing open spaces of Arden cover a significant area, however North Melbourne Recreation 

Reserve’s current arrangements restrict public access and limit flexibility in how it can be used. This 

includes the North Melbourne Recreation Centre which is an aquatic and recreation centre that requires a 

fee to gain access. 
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• The reserve also supports The Huddle community facility, an initiative of the North Melbourne Football 

Club, the Scanlon Foundation and Australian Multicultural Foundation. 

• Clayton Reserve is a neighbourhood size park in the precinct primarily used as an off-leash dog park. 

• In general, Arden’s public realm is unproportionally high based on the larger road widths throughout the 

precinct. Macaulay Road & Canning Street Reserves provide locally-scaled and oriented spaces that 

provide for flexible, passive use, however their modest size limits their capacity to do so for a larger 

population. 

• There is currently little or no available space for nature conservation, larger events, informal uses such as 

picnics and social gatherings, or a range of recreation such as outdoor fitness equipment and open 

grassed areas, particularly when considering the size of the future population of the Precinct. 

• Open spaces exist outside the precinct both along its periphery and further away. Two neighbourhood-

sized parks adjoin the boundary of the precinct, to the north (opposite Clayton Reserve), east (Gardiner 

Reserve) and south (off Miller Street). 

• The Moonee Ponds Creek is a significant feature of the landscape. While highly affected by utilities and 

infrastructure, including the CityLink Freeway and Upfield rail corridor, the creek contains a shared user 

path and opportunities for green open space to support water management, biodiversity and amenity. 

The report benchmarked Arden against several other precincts both locally and internationally, using two key 

metrics to compare:  

• Urban area proportion – targeting a percentage of a precinct to be provided as open space, and 

• Per capita – targeting a rate of open space provision per person. 

Key actions 

Based on these metrics the report proposed the following key moves and recommendations to ensure the 

provision of public open space in Arden was able to meet the demand of the future resident, worker and visitor 

populations: 

• Creation of an additional 1.6ha of unencumbered open space will ensure the precinct meets benchmarks 

for provision of unrestricted public open space, bringing the total area within the precinct to 5% to 

“unambiguously provide leadership in open space provision”. 

• This includes provision of a Capital City Open Space in alignment with the City of Melbourne’s Open 

Space Strategy and deliver a large neighbourhood open space which provides for events, large gatherings 

and serves a variety of needs. 

• This complements the provision of encumbered open spaces through new proposed integrated stormwater 

management reserves to support the Arden drainage strategy. 

• Key moves within the precinct should focus on creating a high-quality public realm that capitalises on the 

large area of the precinct which is available for road space by reducing the amount of space dedicated to 

cars and improving the opportunities for these spaces to be green and offer respite. 

• In addition, VPA is preparing the Moonee Ponds Creek Implementation Plan which supports the City of 

Melbourne’s Moonee Ponds Creek Strategic Opportunities Plan (August 2019) to achieve a revitalised 

Moonee Ponds Creek in alignment with the Arden Vision, supporting improved open space, biodiversity, 

water management and movement outcomes in the creek corridor. 

The Arden Structure Plan and draft Arden planning scheme amendment propose a future urban structure 

that adopts these targets for open space provision. 

Where land for open space is over-provided on a parcel and intended to be delivered through Clause 53.01 

contributions, planning controls will be drafted which ensure that excess land contributions are equalised, and 

that compensation is paid to the relevant landowner. 
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The Precinct Infrastructure Plan and Development Contributions Plan in the draft Arden planning scheme 

amendment will include projects that support re-purposing parts of the public realm to shift the focus away 

from cars, enabling spaces for respite and enjoyment. 

Reference: Arden Public Realm and Open Space Strategy (AECOM 2020) 

Reference: Arden Structure Plan Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR Research 2021) 

4.8 AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

Accommodating diverse communities – Arden Structure Plan chapter 8 

Urbis prepared the Arden Social and Affordable Housing Strategy which included two phases: 

• Phase 1: Options for delivery 

A detailed research exercise that explores the options for delivery, examining previous local and 

international examples before testing which them to ensure they can be delivered in an Arden context.  

• Phase 2: Detailed feasibility of options for Arden 

A detailed feasibility exercise testing the preferred options in the context of the development economics 

applicable in Arden to understand their application in practice.  

Urbis consulted many stakeholders including (then) Department of Health and Human Services, Department 

of Treasury and Finance, City of Melbourne, Development Victoria, Community Housing Institute of Australia – 

Victoria branch and the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions.  

Feasibility assumptions 

Feasibility testing was undertaken with the assumption that all land is sold at a price that is decided by the 

market and reflects the highest and best use of the land within the existing planning context.  

To test the impact of different affordable housing measures Urbis made assumptions about the base case and 

hypothetical developments that could be delivered within the precinct. It was considered that given the cost 

impact of affordable housing measures, it is very unlikely that a low rise or single dwelling will be developed 

for affordable housing purposes unless as part of a larger masterplan or collection of dwellings. Considering 

this, the two hypothetical sites modelled were: 

• Site 1 – Size 2,200sqm | Floor Area Ratio: 6:1 | 7% commercial, 3% retail, 90% residential 

• Site 2 – Size 2,200sqm | Floor Area Ratio: 9:1 | 29% commercial, 2% retail, 69%residential 

For each site the feasibility testing was undertaken based on a percentage of Total Gross Floor Area and 

Residential Gross Floor Area, tested at 0%, 2%, 4%, 6% and 8%. 

The impact of affordable housing on developer revenue has been measured on a Residual Land Value basis, 

which is derived through Residual Financial Analysis, often referred to as the ‘Turner Model’. This method 

determines on a statical basis, what a developer can afford to pay for a particular piece of land, considering 

the financial returns which can be obtained, less the costs of developing and selling the land, together with an 

appropriate allowance for developer’s profit and risk.  

Discount Rates 

For each of the scenarios, Urbis has modelled a discount to market scenario, tested at 35%, 50% and 100% 

discount. The consequences of each scenario are as follows: 

• 100% discount – Urbis consider that this discount rate would typically be associated with social or public 

housing tenants from the Priority Tenant List and/or those tenants that require specialist accommodation 

due to disability, and the housing provider is unable to obtain the required level of subsidy. Targeted 

residents will be those in the very low-income bracket. 
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• 50% discount – Urbis consider this would relate to a mix of social or public housing tenants from either the 

Priority or Register of Interest Tenant Lists at a mix that is agreeable to a housing provider, and the 

housing provider is able to obtain the required level of subsidy. Targeted residents are those in the very 

low to low-income brackets. 

• 35% discount – Urbis consider this could apply to social housing tenants from the Register of Interest 

Tenant List or suggested exploration of another other form of Key Worker Housing, that has a mandated 

market rent reduction for moderate income tenants and the housing provider is able to obtain the required 

level of subsidy. Targeted residents are those in the low- and moderate-income brackets.  

Feasibility testing conclusion 

Urbis recommended, in order to achieve a mix of tenant types, that Arden adopt a 50% discount model. Urbis 

also noted that many of these would likely require additional subsidies to be made available to Affordable 

Housing providers over time. 

For both scenarios, with medium land values, Urbis found that, by applying a 50% discount: 

• Generally, up to 4% affordable housing is likely to be feasible when calculated on both a total or residential 

GFA basis. 

• 6% Affordable Housing may be feasible when calculated on both a total or residential GFA basis. 

Urbis highlighted that it would be appropriate to adopt a 6% target if an optimistic or aspirational medium term 

view of market factors were considered to improve over time and/or developer innovation occurs.  

Furthermore, Urbis recommended further investigations into creating some flexibility within the proposed draft 

planning scheme amendment controls for Arden, particularly for ‘lower’ or ‘higher’ value sites, where Urbis’ 

sensitivity analysis demonstrated that ‘lower’ value sites have a significantly reduced capacity, if at all, to 

provide a portion of affordable housing, while ‘higher’ value sites have a significantly enhanced capacity. 

Key findings 

The report highlighted that value capture mechanisms are most effective in areas of urban renewal and 

significant ‘up zoning’ as per what is proposed for the Arden precinct.  

The key recommendations by Urbis were as follows: 

• Planning priority, in the form of faster planning approvals, has been shown to encourage an accelerated 

delivery and should be considered at Arden as an incentive. 

• Voluntary incentives have not previously been successful for the City of Melbourne however have been 

successfully implemented in similar development scenarios such as Hobsons Bay City Council 

Amendment C88 and Glen Eira City Council Amendment C155. 

• The benefits of Community Housing Providers’ status as charitable bodies should be fully utilised to further 

affordable housing outcomes. 

• Public land is an asset if held through Community Land Trusts as it removes the significant financial 

barriers to entry for social and affordable housing providers. Public land is also exempt from land tax and 

could assist in the development of affordable build to rent housing by removing the large costs involved 

with land purchase and financing.  

• Urbis outlined that over the past decade the City of Melbourne (Council) has created several mechanisms 

and pilot projects to increase affordability within the City. The mechanisms pursued by Council have been 

in accordance with what is permissible within the planning scheme, however it should be noted that no 

affordable housing units have yet been delivered within the City of Melbourne during this time. 

• Where possible Urbis recommended that Arden should leverage State Budget funding for social and 

affordable housing to assist in increasing the feasibility of high levels of affordable housing delivery.  

• Flexibility could be achieved by allowing contributions to be made at their own level of discount or rate of 

contribution provided they meet the same value as the base level requirement. 
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Key actions 

• VPA will prepare planning controls that encourage a voluntary provision of affordable housing. The 

provisions will be applied at a nominated rate of 6% at 50% discount or any contribution to an equivalent 

value. 

Reference: Arden Social and Affordable Housing Strategy (Urbis 2021) 

4.9 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE 

Investing in community infrastructure – Arden Structure Plan chapter 9 

ASR Research prepared the Arden Structure Plan Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR 

Research 2021) report to investigate the demand for community facilities by the new Arden community, 

existing supply and opportunities to provide new community infrastructure. 

The report informs the anticipated demand generated by Arden’s renewal within the broader anticipated 

growth in North and West Melbourne, proposed community infrastructure to meet forecast demand, and the 

locations for the proposed community infrastructure in Arden.  

Projected population and demand generation 

The ASR assessment identifies the suburb of North Melbourne has a current population of approximately 

18,100 and accommodates 8,300 dwellings. By 2051 the North Melbourne population is expected to increase 

significantly - an additional 25,200 people by, an increase of 139%, and an additional 12,550 dwellings, an 

increase of 151% (sourced from City of Melbourne Population and household forecasts, 2016 to 2041, 

prepared by .id, the population experts, April 2019). 

The broader City of Melbourne North West sub-region has a current population of approximately 47,400 

people and accommodates approximately 20,500 dwellings. This sub-region is projected to increase 

significantly by 2041 - approximately an additional 51,000 people (an increase of 108%), and an additional 

25,200 dwellings (an increase of 123%). By 2041 the sub-region will accommodate almost 100,000 people. 

In addition to the existing growth forecast for the suburb of North Melbourne, Arden will add approximately 

15,000 people by 2051, meaning the Arden Precinct by 2051 will approximately represent: 

• 34% of all dwellings and population in North Melbourne  

• 15% of all dwellings and population in City of Melbourne North West sub-region.  

Social Infrastructure Audit Analysis 

ASR Research undertook an audit of the following existing community infrastructure categories generally 

located within 1.5 kilometres of the subject site: 

• open space (passive and active) 

• early years services 

• community meeting spaces, libraries and learning centres 

• indoor and outdoor recreation facilities 

• education facilities 

• health services 

• police & emergency services 

• residential and facility based aged care. 
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The assessment recommends that the following community infrastructure will be required to meet projected 
future community needs: 

Table 6 Community infrastructure assessment 

 

Community facility  Recommended provisions 

Passive Open Space − A minimum of 7.06% of additional unencumbered public open space as per Melbourne 

Planning Scheme Requirements. 

− Establishment and embellishment of additional encumbered public open space. 

− Creation of several small linear open space links 

− Review the role of Clayton Reserve. 

Active Open Space The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 3,633 new sports participants 

Council indoor and 

aquatic leisure centres  

 

The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 6,310 new indoor sports participants. 

Early years services 

 

The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 24 Occasional child care places 

− 163 enrolments for four old kindergarten, half of which would attend a sessional 

kindergarten facility (approx. 1 to 2 rooms). 

− 123 enrolments for three year old programs (approximately 2 kindergarten rooms). 

− 1.3 MCH sessions per week (1 to 2 MCH consulting rooms). 

− 4 playgroup sessions per week. 

Community meeting 

spaces  

The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 2 community centres accommodating meeting spaces.  

Neighbourhood houses 

/ U3A 

The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 450 neighbourhood house users per week and an additional 0.65 neighbourhood 

house facilities. 

Art and culture The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 4,917 participants (i.e performers) in arts and cultural activities  

Libraries The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 177,500 visits per annum. 

Education facilities  

 

The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalence of: 

− 1,350 primary and secondary school enrolments per annum.  

− 3,430 TAFE and university enrolments. 

Law courts, police, and 

emergency services  

Additional services unlikely to be required, but further engagement with the 

relevant services is recommended 

Acute and community 

health services  

The Arden precinct is likely to generate the equivalent of 27 additional public and 

private hospital beds, 6 general practices, 8 dental services and 4 pharmacies.  

Residential aged care 

and other services for 

older persons  

Encourage and facilitate private sector provision of at least one additional 

residential aged care facility 

Community infrastructure locations  

The Arden Structure Plan Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR Research 2021) concluded that 

the Arden precinct is well placed to accommodate both local and higher order community facilities. The 

assessment found that given the expected population increase (around 15,000 people) and Arden’s location 

(supported by the new Arden station), the precinct is well placed to service the projected needs of the almost 

100,000 people expected to be living within this catchment area by 2041.  
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The strong locational attributes of the precinct are particularly well suited to higher order community 

infrastructure forms such as indoor aquatic leisure centres, libraries, acute health and higher education. 

Key actions 

• Arden contributes to 34% of all dwellings and population in North Melbourne and 15% of all dwellings and 

population in City of Melbourne North West sub-region.  

• The assessment found that the precinct is also ideally located to service the broader western and north 

western region of Metropolitan Melbourne - the location of some of Australia’s fastest and largest outer 

metropolitan growth areas. 

• Planning for Arden proposes to include or accommodate future provision of the following community 

infrastructure in the Precinct Infrastructure Plan and Development Contributions Plan of the draft Arden 

planning scheme amendment and shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 Community infrastructure provision for Arden 

PROJECT CATEGORY PROJECT DESCRIPTION LEAD AGENCY POTENTIAL 

FUNDING SOURCE 

(unconfirmed) 

1 Government Primary School Land and construction of 

government primary school 

in Arden Central.  

Department of 

Education and 

Training 

Future State Budget 

2 Early Learning Facilities, 

Construction 

Construction of Early 

Learning Facilities within 

Government Primary School 

Department of 

Education and 

Training 

Arden DCP 

3 Government Secondary 

School 

Land and construction of 

government secondary 

school to service Arden 

North/Macaulay. 

Department of 

Education and 

Training 

Future State Budget 

4 Institutional Use (Hospital) Land and construction for 

state government facility 

Department of 

Health 

Future State Budget 

5 Innovation and Business 

Hubs 

Land and Construction of 

primarily industry facing 

community centre. 

DoT (subject to 

Victorian 

Government 

resolution)  

Future State Budget 

6 Arden North and Macaulay 

Learning & Cultural Hub, 

Construction 

Construction of a multi-

purpose community facility. 

City of Melbourne Arden DCP 

7 Capital City Open Space Construction and land 

acquisition for passive open 

space 

Department of 

Transport 

(subject to 

Victorian 

Government 

resolution)  

TBC 

8 Fogarty Street Linear 

Reserve, land acquisition 

Land acquisition for linear 

open space 

City of Melbourne Clause 53.01 of the 

Scheme 

9 Laurens Street/Arden Street 

Plaza, land acquisition 

Land acquisition for passive 

open space 

City of Melbourne Clause 53.01 of the 

Scheme 

10 Arden Central 

neighbourhood open space 

(credited), land acquisition 

Land acquisition for passive 

open space 

City of Melbourne Clause 53.01 of the 

Scheme 

Reference: Arden Structure Plan Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR Research 2021) 
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4.10 UTILITIES AND SERVICING 

VPA engaged GHD to prepare the Arden Utilities and Servicing Assessment (GHD 2019) to establish the 

servicing needs for the precinct with regard to water, sewerage, electricity, gas and telecommunications. 

Water 

The assessment found the existing Arden precinct is well serviced by potable water supply infrastructure, and 

the existing mains on Arden Street have capacity to supply the future renewal. 

The Arden Central sub-precinct currently has no non-potable water infrastructure, and City West Water 

(CWW) is investigating supply options such as stormwater harvesting and sewer mining. 

New reticulation mains will be required to service high-density developments within the precinct. Associated 

costs will generally be attributable to developers.  

New distribution mains to provide water supply service within the Arden Central sub-precinct are needed. 

Associated costs will generally be attributable to CWW. 

Some upgrades to local water infrastructure are recommended by City West Water and will be managed as 

part of their remit in the precinct. 

Sewerage 

The existing Arden Precinct is well serviced by sewer infrastructure, with both CWW and Melbourne Water 

Corporation (MWC) having significant sewer infrastructure within the Arden Precinct. 

Most of the Arden Precinct sewer infrastructure is more than 100 years old, and CWW has proposed working 

with developers to incrementally replace aging reticulation assets as part of associated road network and 

streetscapes upgrade works. 

New reticulation mains will be needed throughout the Arden Precinct to service high density developments. 

Associated costs will generally be attributable to developers  

Some upgrades to local sewerage infrastructure are recommended by City West Water and will be managed 

as part of their remit in the precinct. 

Electricity 

The Arden Precinct is serviced from existing sub-transmission lines from the West Melbourne Terminal 

Station, the Victoria Market Zone Substation and the Laurens Street Zone Substation. These channels will 

provide appropriate electricity supply for the planned Arden Precinct. 

CityPower is undertaking several upgrades that are planned for Arden: 

• the existing Laurens Street Zone Substation is being decommissioned over the next couple of years as 

part of the decommissioning of the 22 kV network in West Melbourne 

• CitiPower is currently upgrading the network in this area from 6.6 kV to 11 kV 

• CitiPower is also currently assisting AusNet in the upgrade of the West Melbourne Terminal Station. 

Having reached the end of its operational life, the terminal station is being rebuilt and redesigned to cater 

for the Metro Tunnel Project and the Westgate Tunnel Project. CitPower advised that this upgrade will 

provide flexibility for CitiPower’s network in the future. 

Gas 

The GHD assessment identified high pressure gas transmission pipelines in the Arden North and Laurens 

Street sub-precincts. The assessment also found that the precinct’s existing gas infrastructure is likely to be 

inadequate to support the proposed future redevelopment of Arden and it recommended that a Safety 

Management Study (SMS) be undertaken to understand the impact of development. 

The SMS study is discussed in section 3.2 of this document. 
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Telecommunications 

NBN is the Infrastructure Provider of Last Resort (IPOLR) in developments of 100 lots or more. Telstra is the 

IPOLR in developments of less than 100 lots until the NBN network rolls out in the area. The Arden Precinct is 

serviced by multiple telecommunication authorities. As the Arden Precinct is located within NBN’s fixed line 

footprint, it will also have the Right of First Refusal to service the development. 

As the area is within an NBN fixed line rollout region, Telstra will not enter into commercial agreements for 

telecommunications infrastructure for redevelopment in the area. 

NBN advised that if developers commit to NBN, it will proactively plan and build a network to service the 

development through to completion. 

NBN confirmed that the Arden Precinct is located within NBN’s fixed line footprint. There are two service area 

modules (SAMs) which will be ready for service (RFS) by May 2020. These SAMs are not sufficient to service 

the entire proposed redevelopment and a new distribution fibre network (DFN) will be required from a SAM 

Exchange located less than a kilometre from the site. NBN has provided an indicative route option for this 

connection. 

Developers will be liable for the cost of this connection infrastructure. 

Reference: Arden Utilities and Servicing Assessment (GHD 2021) 
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Delivering Arden – Arden Structure Plan chapter 10 

5.1 PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION 
Theme Key action Proposed planning implementation 

mechanism 

Land 

contamination 

Apply an EAO to Arden. Environment Audit Overlay 

Gas pipeline Require Notice of development applications be 

given to gas licensees (APA and AusNet) 

Schedule to Clause 66.06 

Flood 

management 

Revise the LSIO which applies to the precinct 

in line with updated 1% AEP modelling. 

Land Subject to Inundation Overlay (Draft 

Amendment C384 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme being led by the City of Melbourne). 

Strategic planning Update the MSS and LPP to reflect the status 

of renewal of Arden, in line with the Arden 

Structure Plan. Add the Arden Structure Plan 

as a background document to the Melbourne 

Planning Scheme. 

Clause 21.04 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme 

Clause 21.13 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme 

Clause 21.17 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme  

Clause 22.28 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme 

Schedule to Clause 72.08 

Amenity – Noise 

and vibration 

Require noise attenuation of all buildings with 

noise-sensitive uses. 

Schedule to the Special Use Zone 

Amenity – Odour 

and dust 

Prohibit sensitive uses in moderate risk 

locations and require an adverse amenity 

assessment in medium risk locations and 

require referral to the EPA to establish a 

sensitive use within these medium or 

moderate risk locations. Add the Amenity Risk 

Assessment as a background document to the 

Melbourne Planning Scheme. 

Buffer Area Overlay 

Schedule to Clause 66.04 

Schedule to Clause 72.08 

Land use Prepare a land use table in alignment with the 

Arden Vision, Arden Structure Plan and 

associated technical work. 

Schedule to the Special Use Zone 

Built form Manage built form through the application of 

mandatory and discretionary height, setback, 

street wall, FAR and wind condition controls. 

Design and Development Overlay – Arden 

Central Innovation 

Design and Development Overlay – Arden 

Central Mixed use 

Design and Development Overlay – Laurens 

Street 

Design and Development Overlay – Arden North 

 Clause 22.28 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme 

Sustainability Implement sustainability objectives for energy, 

water and waste through updates to local 

policy. 

Clause 22.28 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme 

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND DELIVERY 
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Transport Manage the supply of parking in the precinct to 

support sustainable transport objectives. 

Deliver necessary transport infrastructure to 

support development. 

Add the Parking and Movement study as a 

background document to the Melbourne 

Planning Scheme. 

Parking Overlay – Arden North and Laurens 

Street. 

 

Schedule to Clause 72.08 

Drainage Deliver necessary drainage infrastructure to 

support development. 

Development Contributions Plan Overlay & 

Development Contributions Plan (incorporated 

document) 

Open space Deliver necessary open spaces to support 

development. 

Schedule to Clause 53.01 (a contribution of 

7.06% already applies – no changes are 

proposed by thus amendment) 

Development Contributions Plan Overlay & 

Development Contributions Plan (incorporated 

document) 

Affordable housing Encourage a contribution to affordable and 

social housing supply. 

Clause 22.28 to the Melbourne Planning 

Scheme 

Community 

infrastructure 

Deliver necessary local infrastructure to 

support development. 

Development Contributions Plan Overlay & 

Development Contributions Plan (incorporated 

document) 

Delivery and 

staging 

Apply a Public Acquisition Overlay over sites 

required for drainage, transport and public 

open space. 

Schedule to Clause 72.01 

Public Acquisition Overlay – in favour of the 

Department of Transport 

Administrative 

changes to the 

planning scheme 

Addition of maps and an incorporated 

document. 

Schedule to Clause 72.03 

Schedule to Clause 72.04 

5.2 DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN 

The DCP is an essential mechanism to assist Council in planning ahead for infrastructure funding and 

provision and it plays an important role in delivering essential infrastructure to local communities, like roads, 

parks and local sporting facilities. The purpose of development contributions is to help ensure that when new 

communities arrive, essential works, services and facilities are available to meet their needs.  

In established urban areas, upgrading the existing infrastructure is necessary because of the redevelopment 

of existing sites, changing community expectations, changing standards of provision and the need to replace 

existing infrastructure that has reached the end of its economic life. 

The DCP regime is established under Part 3B of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (PE Act). Sections 

46I, 46IA, 46K and 46M are especially relevant to the preparation of the Arden DCP.  

Section 46I of the PE Act provides that: 

a planning scheme may include one or more development contributions plans for the purposes of 

levying contributions to fund: 

a) The provision of works, services and facilities in relation to the development of land in the 

area to which the plan applies; and 

b) The reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the planning authority in preparing the 

plan and any strategic plan or precinct structure plan relating to, or required for the 

preparation of the development contributions plan (the plan preparation costs) 

This section is drafted in broad terms and does not restrict the type of works, services, and facilities that may 

be funded by a DCP. In practice this is done through the Ministerial Direction and DCP Guidelines.  
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Specifically, the Ministerial Direction specifies the following works, services or facilities may be funded from a 

development infrastructure levy:  

a. Acquisition of land for: 

o Roads 

o Public transport corridors  

o Drainage 

o Public open space, and  

o Community facilities, including, but not limited to, those listed under clause 5(f).  

 
b. Construction of roads, including the construction of bicycle and foot paths, and traffic management and 

control devices.   

c. Construction of public transport infrastructure, including fixed rail infrastructure, railway stations, bus 

stops and tram stops.  

d. Basic improvements to public open space, including earthworks, landscaping, fencing, seating and 

playground equipment.  

e. Drainage works. 

f. Buildings and works for or associated with the construction of:  

o a maternal and child health care centre  

o a childcare centre  

o a kindergarten, or  

o any centre which provides these facilities in combination 

The DCP prepared for Arden is broken down into the following categories of infrastructure: 

• Community building projects 

• Active open space projects 

• Passive open space improvement projects 

• Moonee Ponds Creek projects  

• Road projects 

• Intersection projects 

• Cycling projects 

• Pedestrian projects 

• Drainage land acquisition projects 

To support the preparation of the DCP, design and costings were prepared to estimate the cost of each 

project. The cost estimates can be found in the following reports:  

Reference: Arden Community Infrastructure Buildings, Indicative Cost Plan Report (Turner & Townsend 2021) 

Reference: Arden Transport Precinct – Public Spaces Design and Costing Report (GHD 2021) 

Amendment C369 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme 

Amendment C369 was approved by the Minister for Planning and gazetted on 29 June 2020, which introduces 

a Development Contributions Plan Overlay – Schedule 3 (DCPO3) into the Melbourne Planning Scheme on 

an interim basis for two years over the Arden Urban Renewal Precinct. 

The interim development contribution rates are $17,053 per dwelling, $193 per square metre of new 

commercial floor space and $161 per square metre of new retail floor space.  Contribution rates will be 

indexed annually from 1 July 2021 to the Producer Price Index for Building Construction – Victoria published 

by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), March to March quarters. 
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5.3 URBAN RENEWAL COST RECOVERY SCHEME 

The major flood management works required in the precinct will be funded through an Urban Renewal Cost 

Recovery Scheme (URCRS) for Arden.  

The URCRS will collect financial contributions from developers as development occurs. The funds will be used 

to build the major drainage infrastructure required, such as storages, levees, large pipes and pump stations.  

The URCRS will be similar to Development Services Schemes (DSS) which allow Melbourne Water to recoup 

costs for flood and drainage infrastructure in greenfield areas. For the most up to date information on the 

URCRS, please refer to the Melbourne Water website (https://www.melbournewater.com.au/building-and-

works/developer-guides-and-resources/drainage-schemes-and-contribution-rates/find-your#/). 

Some minor drainage works, such as kerb and channel works associated with road upgrades, will be funded 

separately by the DCP. 

Melbourne Water, VPA, DOT and City of Melbourne are working closely together to ensure all drainage works 

are funded appropriately through the URCRS and DCP without any overlap between these different charges. 

Melbourne Water will consult with community in parallel with the draft Arden planning scheme amendment. 

5.4 BUSINESS TRANSITIONS 

The VPA has prepared the draft Arden planning scheme amendment to ensure the objectives, strategies 

and decision guidelines are all working to facilitate development which aligns with the Arden Vision and 

Arden Structure Plan.  

Existing businesses within Arden may be affected by the draft Arden planning scheme amendment when it 

comes into effect.  

Some businesses may be incompatible with the future urban renewal of the precinct due to the industrial 

nature of their activities, and requirement for an amenity buffer (discussed in section 3.6). The Victorian 

Government will work with these businesses to ensure a staged and timely transition from the precinct if 

required, with appropriate business support measures put in place.  

The proposed planning controls for Arden will provide for the transition of the precinct by ensuring that new 

development respond to the amenity impacts of existing businesses (and other sources of potential adverse 

amenity).  

Businesses within the precinct will be able to continue to operate under their current operations if existing use 

rights are established under Clause 63 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme. 

5.5 BUSINESS ATTRACTION 

Victorian Government will work to secure anchor institutions and early development proposals to seed Arden 

as an urban renewal and innovation precinct. 

The Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions in collaboration with the Department of Transport and the 

Department of Treasury and Finance are working together to ensure that world-leading institutions are 

heading to Arden. 

5.6 LAND ACQUISITIONS 

Land acquisitions are required to support drainage, transport, open space and infrastructure. The proposed 

timing and staging of land acquisitions will be subject to refinement under the Victorian Government’s Staging 

and Delivery Strategy, which is under preparation. 

The VPA has prepared Public Acquisition Overlays to identify land to be acquired for roads, drainage and 

open space. 
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Land capability (amenity, utilities and environmental constraints) 

• Arden Retail Demand (Deep End Services 2018) 

• Arden Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Values Assessment (Context 2021) 

• SMS ALARP Report: Arden Draft Structure Plan (Delphi Risk Management 2020) 

• Pipeline Safety Management Survey (Delphi Risk Management 2020) 

• Land Contamination Assessment – Arden Urban Renewal Precinct, North Melbourne and West Melbourne 

(Prensa 2018) 

• Arden Transport Precinct, Arden Structure Plan – Amenity Risk Assessment (GHD 2021) 

• Arden Adverse Amenity Impact Assessment (GHD 2021) 

Built form 

• Arden Urban Renewal Precinct, North Melbourne Microclimate Study (GWTS 2021) 

• Arden Urban Design and Built Form Analysis Report (VPA 2021) 

• Arden Built Form Testing (Hayball 2021) 

Sustainability 

• Arden Climate Response Plan (Hip v Hype 2019) 

Transport 

• Arden Movement and Parking Study Precinct Parking Plan Part 2 – Evidence Base (GTA 2021) 

• North Melbourne, West Melbourne and Parkville Active Transport Investigation (AECOM 2020) 

• Arden Urban Renewal Precinct Transport Capacity Study (GTA 2021) 

Drainage 

• Arden Macaulay Precinct Flood Management Strategy (Engeny 2021) 

Open space 

• Arden Public Realm and Open Space Strategy (AECOM 2020) 

Affordable housing 

• Arden Social and Affordable Housing Strategy: Phase 1 (Urbis 2021) 

• Arden Social and Affordable Housing Strategy: Phase 2 (Urbis 2021) 

Community infrastructure 

• Arden Structure Plan Community Infrastructure Needs Assessment (ASR Research 2021) 

Infrastructure design, costings and land valuations 

• Arden Community Infrastructure Buildings, Indicative Cost Plan Report (Turner & Townsend 2021) 

• Arden Transport Precinct – Public Spaces Design and Costing Report (GHD 2021) 

• Arden Utilities and Servicing Assessment (GHD 2021) 

APPENDICES 
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